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GRAPH PRODUCTS OF GROUPS 

E. R. GREEN 

SUMMARY 

In the 1970's Baudisch introduced the idea of the semifree group, that is, 

a group in which the only relators are commutators of generators. Baudisch 

was mainly concerned with subgroup problems, employing length arguments 

on the elements of these groups. More recently Droms and Servatius have 

continued the study of semifree, or graph groups, as they call them. They 

answer some of the questions left open by the work of Baudisch. It is 

possible to take the graph analogy a level higher and study graph products 

of groups, which not only generalise graph groups, but also free and direct 

products. In this thesis we seek to explore the properties of graph products 

of groups. 

After some preliminaries in chapter 1, chapter 2 quotes the main results 

from the work of Baudisch, Droms and Servatius on graph groups, and 

includes a few elementary results. In chapter 3 we show that many of the 

well known results about free products and direct products will generalise to 

graph products. We also extend some of the results on graph groups and give 

a counter example to a plausible conjecture. We develop a normal form for 

elements in graph products and, with the use of a generalised free product 

representation, show solvability of the word and conjugacy problems. 

In-chapter 4 we examine the concept of graphological indecomposability. 



Having disposed of an obvious conjecture by way of a counter example we 

present a number of isomorphism theorems. 

Chapter 5 is devoted to residual properties of graph products. Much 

work has been done by Stebe, Allenby and others on residual finiteness, 

conjugacy separability and potency of free groups and free products. We 

generalise some of these results. 

Finally, in chapter 6 we return to graph groups for a look at the Frei- 

heitssatz. Various subclasses have been covered by Pride, Baumslag and 

Howie, and we seek to extend their results. 
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GRAPH PRODUCTS OF GROUPS 

E. R. GREEN 

INTRODUCTION 

In the 1970's Andreas Baudisch [3], introduced the idea of the semifree 

group, that is, a group in which the only relators are commutators of gener- 

ators. Baudisch was mainly concerned with subgroup problems, employing 

length arguments on the elements of these groups. In the last few years 

Carl Droms and Herman Servatius have continued the study of semifree, 

or graph groups, as they call them. Here the commutator relators are de- 

termined by those pairs of adjacent vertices in an associated finite simple 

graph. With a new name and a new vision they keep the graphological 

concepts close to the heart of their work and answer some of the questions 

left open by the work of Baudisch. It is possible to take the graph analogy 

a level higher and study graph products of groups, which not only generalise 

graph groups, but also free and direct products. In this thesis we seek to 

explore the properties of graph products of groups. 

After some preliminaries in chapter 1, chapter 2 quotes the main results 

from the work of Baudisch, Droms and Servatius on graph groups, and 

includes a few elementary results. In chapter 3 we show that many of the 

well known results about free products and direct products will generalise to 

graph products. We also extend some of the results on graph groups and give 

a counter example to a plausible conjecture. We develop a normal form for 
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elements in graph products and, with the use of a generalised free product 

representation, show solvability of the word and conjugacy problems. 

In chapter 4 we examine the concept of graphological indecomposability. 

We pose the question Is a representation of a group as a graph product 

of graphologically indecomposable groups essenlially unique? Although the 

answer is no, we can obtain an isomorphism theorem in certain special cases. 

Chapter 5 is devoted to residual properties of graph products. Much 

work has been done by Stebe, Allenby and others on residual finiteness, 

conjugacy separability and potency of free groups and free products. We 

generalise some of these results. 

Finally, in chapter 6 we return to graph groups for a look at the Frei- 

heitssatz. Various subclasses have been covered by Pride, Baumslag and 

Howie, and we seek to extend their results. 

It is my pleasure to record my gratitude to my supervisor 

Dr R. B. J. T. Allenby, not only for suggesting problems and helping me to 

learn how to tackle them, but for his enthusiasm and encouragement, with- 

out which I would never have known the joy of mathematical research. 

Thanks also are due to Matt Fairtlough, Alan Silver and Martin Holland 

for their TEX pert help, to the SERC for their financial support, to Cather- 

ine Bennett for all her proof reading, and to my parents and other friends 

for their encouragement and guidance. 
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CHAPTER 1 NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 

In this chapter we set out the basic definitions required in the thesis. We 

will introduce notation which will be used later without reference. Firstly 

we make the following graph theoretic definitions, mainly from [31]: 

Definitions 1.1 

A finite simple graph G is a pair (V (G), E(G)), where V (G) is a non 

empty finite set of elements called vertices and E(G) is a finite set of un- 

ordered pairs of distinct elements of V (G) called edges. We will refer to 

V (G) as the vertex set and E(G) as the edge set. (We specify that E(G) 

is a set so that there can never be more than one edge joining a given pair 

of vertices). Henceforth a graph will be assumed to be finite and simple. 

Two vertices v and w of a graph G are said to be adjacent if there is 

an edge joining them, that is, if {v, w} E E(G); the vertices v and w are 

then said to be incident to such an edge. Similarly, two distinct edges of G 

are said to be adjacent if they have a vertex in common. An edge is said 

to be incident to a vertex v if v is incident to that edge. The degree of a 

vertex v of G is the number of edges which are incident to v. Any vertex 

of degree zero is called an isolated vertex. A graph in which every vertex 

has the same degree is called a regular graph. If the degree of each of the 

vertices is r we say the graph is regular of degree r. 

Two graphs G1 and G2 are isomorphic if there is a one-one correspon- 

dence between the vertices of G1 and those of G2 
, with the property that 
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the number of edges joining any two vertices of G1 is equal to the number 

of edges joining the corresponding vertices of G2- 

A subgraph of a graph G is a graph such that all of its vertices belong 

to V (G) and all of its edges belong to E(G). A graph whose edge set is 

empty is called a discrete graph. A graph in which every pair of distinct 

vertices are adjacent is called a complete graph. 

There are several ways of joining two graphs together to make a larger 

one; we shall use one of these methods. 

Definitions 1.2 

Let 

G1 = (V (G1), E(G2 )), G2 = (V (G2 ), E(G2 )), 

be two graphs where V (G1) and V (G2) are assumed to be disjoint, then 

their union G1 U G2 is the graph with vertex set V (G1) U V(G2) and edge 

set E(G1) U E(G2) 
. 

A graph is connected if it cannot be expressed as the union of two sub- 

graphs, otherwise it is disconnected. It is clear that any disconnected graph 

G can be expressed as the union of a finite number of uniquely determined 

connected subgraphs. Each of these connected subgraphs is called a con- 

nected component of G. 

A connected graph which is regular of degree two is called a circuit graph, 

the circuit graph on n vertices being denoted by C7z 
.A graph which has 
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two vertices of degree one and the rest of degree two is called a line graph. 

The line graph with m edges is denoted L,,,, 
. 

We define the rank of a graph G to be the number of vertices in the 

vertex set, and we denote it by IGI. 

If a graph G has no subgraph which is a circuit graph then we call Ga 

forest. If G is a connected forest we call Ga tree. As all of our graphs are 

assumed to be finite, a forest is thus a finite collection of trees. 

Let G be the graph defined by the pair (V (G), E(G)). Let V(H) be a 

subset of V (G) and E(H) a subset of E(G) such that 

Vv, wE V(H) {v, w} E E(G) ý? {v, w} E E(H). 

We call the subgraph H= (V(H), E(H)) a full subgraph of G. 

We will assume the reader is familiar with the definitions of: 

group, (normal) subgroup, homomorphism, isomorphism, order of an 

element, order of a group, set of generators, relator, direct product, free 

group, abelian group, free abelian group. We will write G= (A; R) where 

G is the group generated by the set A, and with a set of relators R. We 

will denote the direct product of the groups A, B by AxB. 

We make the following well known definitions: 

Definitions 1.3 

Let N be a subgroup of a group' G G. We define the normal closure of 
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N in G, denoted NG to be the smallest normal subgroup of G containing 

N. 

Let a, b be elements of a group G G. We define the commutator of a 

and b, denoted [a, b] to be the element a-' b-1 ab . If 3v EG such that 

v-1av =b we say that a and b are conjugate in G and write a-b. 

A word in the generators of G= (A; B) is merely a sequence of letters 

from A, and their inverses. Such a word is said to be freely reduced if it 

contains no subsequence aa-1 nor a-l a, where aEA. 

Let G be a group with normal subgroup N. We write N<G. If N is 

finite we say that N is of finite index in G, and G is a finite extension of 

N. In general if NaG and N-H, we say that G is an extension of N 

by H. 

A group is said to be torsion free if every non identity element of the 

group has infinite order. A group is said to have torsion if it is not torsion 

free. 

A simple group is a group in which no proper non trivial subgroup is 

normal. Ap -group, (p prime), is a finite group in which the order of each 

element is some power of p. 

Let P be a property appertaining to groups. A group G is said to be 

locally P if every finitely generated subgroup of G has P P. 

We now state the decision problems posed by Max Dehn in 1911. 
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Definitions 1.4 

Word Problem. Let G be a group with given presentation. For an 

arbitrary word W in the generators, decide in a finite number of steps 

whether or not W defines the identity element of G. If this can be done 

we say that the given presentation of G has a solvable word problem. 

The word problem has been solved for certain special cases, for example 

free groups and 1-relator groups, but it is known, [23], that there is no pro- 

cedure for solving the word problem which will work for every presentation. 

Conjugacy Problem. Let G be a group with given presentation. For 

two given words W1, W2 in the generators of G, decide in a finite number 

of steps whether or not they define conjugate elements of G. If this can 

be done we say that the given presentation of G has a solvable conjugacy 

problem. 

Setting Wl to the empty word this reduces to the word problem, thus 

the conjugacy problem is known to be solvable only for a more restricted 

class of groups. This incudes free groups and some other special classes, 

but it is unknown whether the conjugacy problem is solvable for 1-relator 

groups. 

Isomorphism Problem. Let G be a group with given presentation. For 

an arbitrary group G' defined by means of another presentation, decide in a 

finite number of steps whether or not G is isomorphic to G'. If this can be 

done we say that the presentation of the group has a solvable isomorphism 

problem. 
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This is very difficult. Even if G has presentation (a; a), clearly the triv- 

ial group, the isomorphism problem is unsolvable. The problem is solvable 

for presentations without relators, and other special classes. 

We now define various products and extensions of groups: 

Definitions 1.5 

The free product of the groups 

A= (a,, a2,.... an; ri, r2,.... r ), B= (b1, b2,..., bm; s1, s2,..., sq) 

is defined as 

A*B= (al, a2i.... anIbl, b2ý..., bn; ri, r2,..., 7'p, S1i S2) ..., Sq}. 

A and B are known as free factors of A*B. If G is the group with 

presentation 

(ai, a2,..., an, bi, b2i.... bn; ri, r2,..., rp, sl, S21..., sq, u1(a, ) =v1(b,, ) 
I... 

) 

and A is the subgroup generated by al , a2, ... , an ,B 
is the subgroup gen- 

erated by bl, b2,... 
, 
b,, 

,H 
is the subgroup of A generated by u1(a,, ), ... 

and K is the subgroup of B generated by vl(b,, ),... , such that H-K, 

then G is called the free product of A and B with the subgroups H and K 

amalgamated under the mapping u=(av) -* vi(b, L). 
We also refer to G as a 

generalised free product. 

Let G be a group with subgroups A and B such that 0: A -* B is 

an isomorphism. The HNN extension of G relative to A, B and 0 is the 
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group 

G* _ (G, t; r1at = O(a), aE A) 
. 

G is called the base of G* 
,t the stable letter and A and B are called the 

associated subgroups. 

Finally we state the definitions of some residual properties which we will 

consider later: 

Definitions 1.6 

Let P be a property applicable to groups. The group G is said to have 

the property P residually if Vx EG3a normal subgroup Nx such that 

xý Nx and N has the property P. It is clear that G is residually finite 
x 

if and only if Vg EG3a finite homomorphic image of G such that the 

image of g is not the identity. 

A group G is said to be (locally) extended residually finite or (L)ERF if 

for each (finitely) generated subgroup H of G, and for each gE G\H 3a 

homomorphism 0 of G onto a finite group such that O(g) V O(H), Bums, 

[s] . 
A group G is said to be 1r, if for each cyclic subgroup H of G, and for 

each gE G\H 3a homomorphism 0 of G onto a finite group such that 

q(g) V O(H), Stebe, [27]. So clearly all LERF groups are 7r,, or briefly 

LERFC7r,. 

A group is said to be indicable if it has an infinite cyclic homomorphic 
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image. Such groups were studied by Higman, [15], in connection with the 

zero divisor and unit problems for group rings. 

An element a of a group G is called conjugacy distinguished in G if, 

given any element b of G, either a-b or 3a finite homomorphic image 

H of G such that the images of a and b are not conjugate in H, Stebe 

[28]. The group G is said to be conjugacy separable, Mostowski [22], if all 

of its elements are conjugacy distinguished. 

We call a group G potent if, given gEG and given zEZ, z>0, such 

that z divides the order of g, then there exists a finite homomorphic image 

of G in which the image of g has order precisely z, Allenby [1]. 

The concepts of residual finiteness and conjugacy separability are useful 

in connection with the word and conjugacy problems. Namely, from [20] 

and [22] respectively, we have 

THEOREM 1.7. Finitely presented residually finite groups have a solvable 

word problem. 

THEOREM 1.8. Conjugacy separable groups have a solvable conjugacy 

problem. 
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CHAPTER 2 GRAPH GROUPS 

Definition 2.1 

Let G be a group with presentation (A; R) where A is a set of generators 

and R, the set of relators, only contains words which are commutators of 

generators. We call Ga Graph. Group. 

An alternative definition is :- 

Let I' be a graph with vertex set V and edge set E. Define Gr, 

the Graph Group corresponding to the graph IF to be the group given by 

(V; R) where R= {[v=, vj] : {v2, vj} E E}. Clearly the two definitions are 

equivalent. 

There are two extreme cases for R: 

(i) R is the empty set, (that is the graph F is null). In this case G is the 

free group generated by the set A. 

i 

(ii) R contains the commutators of all pairs of generators of G, (that is the 

graph r is complete). In this case G is the free abelian group with basis 

A. 

From (i) and (ii) we see that graph groups fall between free and free 

abelian groups, and for this reason they are called Semifree Groups by An- 

dreas Baudisch, [3]. 

In [3], Baudisch proved the following: 

THEOREM 2.2. Let G be a graph group. Let u, vEG such that [u, v] 1. 

Then {u, v} is a basis of a free group of rank 2. 
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Now for u, vEG with [u, v] = 1, {u, v} clearly is a basis of a free 

abelian group of rank 2. Thus Baudisch has shown that all 2 generator 

subgroups of graph groups are again graph groups. 

Baudisch [3] also found a normal form for elements u, vEG such that 

[u, v] = 1, and proved: 

THEOREM 2.3. Every abelian subgroup of a graph group is free abelian. 

It is well known that subgroups of free groups are free, and subgroups of 

free abelian groups are free abelian. Can this be generalised to subgroups of 

graph groups are graph groups? Baudisch [3] answered this question with 

examples of 3 generator and 4 generator subgroups of graph groups which 

are not themselves graph groups. 

However, the question was more fully dealt with by Carl Droms [7] who 

obtained the following result. 

THEOREM 2.4. Let X be a graph and GX a corresponding graph group. 

Every finitely generated subgroup of GX is a graph group X has no 

full subgraph of either of the two following forms: 

C4 L3 
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In the proof of this theorem Droms used the following lemma which can 

be exploited further in the study of graph groups whose graphs have no full 

subgraph of either of the forms C4, L3 
. 

Following Droms and Servatius, 

[9], we call these particular graph groups Special Assembly. We will also use 

this lemma in the study of graph products. 

LEMMA 2.5. Let X be a connected graph with no full forbidden subgraphs, 

that is, no full subgraphs of the forms C4 or L3. Then 3 at least one vertex 

in the vertex set of X which is joined to every other vertex in X. 

The obvious question concerning isomorphisms of graph groups and 

graphs was resolved by Droms [8] in proving: 

THEOREM 2.6. Let X and Y be finite simple graphs such that GX = GY. 

ThenX - Y. 

In [9] Droms and Servatius proved the following three results: 

THEOREM 2.7. Let 0 be a Subgraph of a finite simple graph r. Then the 

normal closure of GA in GIS is a graph group. 

THEOREM 2.8. Let T be a finite tree. Then GT is a three manifold group, 

together with a characterisation of all graph subgroups (i. e. subgoups 

given by full subgraphs of the associated graph of the group) of all tree 

graph groups. 

Using the Power Series Ring method of Magnus, Droms also established 

the following [10]: 
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THEOREM 2.9. Graph Groups are Residually (Finitely Generated Torsion 

Free Nilpotent). 

From [13] we have the following immediate corollary: 

COROLLARY 2.10. Graph groups are residually finite p, for each prime P. 

Interestingly enough this corollary can be obtained directly, as we will 

show in a more general setting later. The following result is stated in [9]. 

PROPOSITION 2.11. The class of finitely generated special assembly graph 

groups contains 1 and is closed under the operations -*- and -x7, and 

is the smallest such class. 

PROOF: Let GX be a special assembly graph group with graph X. If X 

has just one vertex then GX is 7 and thus belongs to the class. 

We require to show that every special assembly graph group is decom- 

posable into a product of the operations stated above. 

We proceed by induction on the number of generators of G, n, that is 

the number of verticies of X. 

Suppose that G has n>1 generators and that all special assembly 

graph groups with fewer than n generators are decomposable, as claimed. 

Suppose X is not connected, with connected components X1, X2, 
... , 

Xt 
. 

Then clearly we have GX GX1 *GX2*... *GXt . Now GXI, GX2, ... 7 GXt 

are special assembly for if any Xi had a full subgraph of either of the forms 

C4 or L3 then this subgraph would also be a full subgraph of X X. So, by 

induction, the GXt are decomposable, and so also is G. 
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Now suppose X is connected. Then by Lemma 2.5 3 at least one vertex 

z which is joined to every other vertex of X X. Let z be such a vertex. Let 

X (z) denote the subgraph of X with z and all the edges of which z is an 

end point omitted. 

Then GX = GX (z) x Z. 

Now X(z) is a full subgraph of X and so any full subgraph of X(z) 

is also a full subgraph of X. Thus GX(z) is special assembly, and by 

induction, decomposable. Thus GX is decomposable, as desired. Hence we 

have the result by induction. 

So, special assembly graph groups are decomposable into products of 

the stated kind, and clearly form the smallest such class. Q 

COROLLARY 2.12. Special Assembly graph groups are Locally Extended 

Residually Finite (LERF). 

PROOF: We use the following result of [2]: 

Let G= NM, where N (1 M=1 be a splitting extension of the normal 

finitely generated subgroup N by the group M. If N is Extended Residually 

Finite (ERF) and M is LERF, then G is LERF. 

The infinite cycle Z is certainly LERF, and also clearly ERF. For G, 

the direct product of a LERF group with a copy of Z, we see by the above 

result that G is LERF since Z is ERF. The free product of two LERF 

groups is again LERF by [18]. 

Hence result by Proposition 2.11. ' Q 
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Counter Example 2.13 

We cannot extend the result above to all graph groups since GC4 

F2 x F2 is not LERF, where F2 is LERF, as shown in [2]. 

By contrast we will show later that all graph groups are 7rß . 

We can also glean some information on the conjugacy problem. First we 

have: 

LEMMA 2.14. The direct product of two Conjugacy Separable groups is 

again Conjugacy Separable. 

PROOF: Let G-HxK where H, K are conjugacy separable. Let 

x, yEG such that x is not conjugate to y in G. Then x_ (x1, x2), 

y= (y1, y2), for some x1, yl E H, x2, Y2 EK such that there does not 

exist (Uli u2) GG with (u1, u2)-1(x1, x2)(ul, u2) _ (y1, y2) . 
So either 

there does not exist a u1 with ui lxlul = yl in H or there does not exist 

a u2 with U1 12U2 = Y2 in K. 

Suppose without loss of generality, the former. Then, since H is conju- 

gacy separable there exists a finite homomorphic image, H' of H such that 

the images xi, yi of x1, yl respectively, are not conjugate in H'. We can 

define a homomorphism G -* H' x1 in the obvious way, and the images 

of x and y are not conjugate in this finite group. Thus G is conjugacy 

separable. 0 

COROLLARY 2.15. Special assembly graph groups are conjugacy separable. 
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PROOF: Free groups, in particular Z, and free products of conjugacy sepa- 

rable groups are conjugacy separable, by [4]. Further, the direct product of 

a conjugacy separable group with Z is conjugacy separable by the comments 

above, and Lemma 2.14. Hence result by Proposition 2.11. Q 

We will later see that Corollary 2.15 can be extended somewhat. 

Theorem 2.9 allows us to go in several different ways: one in excluding 

elements from subgroups, one in specifying orders of elements, and one 

describing homomorphic images of subgroups. 

The first of these results is: 

THEOREM 2.16. Let G be a R(fgtfn) group. Then G is Il, Thus graph 

groups are Il,. 

PROOF: Let G be a R(fgtfn) group. Let a, uEG such that a' (u). Since 

G is R(fgtfn) 3M, a normal subgroup of G such that aýM and G/M 

is fgtfn, and 3N, a normal subgroup of G such that uýN and G/N is 

fgtfn. 

Let L=M fl N. As is well known, G/L is isomorphic to a subgroup of 

G/M x G/N which is a fgtfn group. Hence G/L is fgtfn, [14]. 

Let a and is denote the images of a and u respectively in G/L 
. If 

a' (ü) we are finished, since fgtfn groups are ll by [13]. 

Suppose then, ä= i for some aEZ. Then a-l Ica E L. Let 1 54 yE 

G, then 3X <G such that yýX and G/X is fgtfn. 

Then G= G/(L fl X) is fgtfn, by an embedding argument as above. 
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Again, if aý (u) we are finished. So, suppose a= üQ for some ,QEZ. 

Then a-1 uQ E L(1 XCL. So a-l ua and a-1 uQ E L. Therefore uQ-a E L. 

But ugL, by choice of N, and since G/L is torsion free, no power of u 

can belong to L. Thus uQ-" =1 and so wo = uc". 

Thus a-lua EL fl X, for all X such that G/X is fgtfn. Therefore 

a-1 ua ELn (nX), where nX is the intersection of all possible such X's. 

But (1X = (1), since G is R(fgtfn). Therefore a-lua ELn (1) = (1) 
7 

which implies that a= ua . 
Contradiction. 

Thus äý(ü). So G is II,. 

The second result following from Theorem 2.9 is: 

0 

THEOREM 2.17. Let G be a R(fgtfn) group. Then G is potent. Thus 

graph groups are potent. 

PROOF: Let G be a R(fgtfn) group. Let 1xEG and zE7 be given. 

(Now x has infinite order since its non trivial image in some factor group 

of G has infinite order. ) We can map G onto 0 such that X- 54 1 and 0 

is fgtfn. Consider the terms of the upper central series of G, 

1= U0, U1, U2, ...., U9, where s is the nilpotency class of G, Ul its 

centre, and Uk+l /Uk is the centre of G/Uk 
. 

Since G is fgtfn, G/Uk is 

fgtfn, for all k, [25]. Let tEZ be such that ±E Ut and ±ý Ut_ 1. 
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It 

U t_ý 

Since O/Ut_1 is torsion free, (x-) (1 Ut_1 = (1). Since G/Ut is torsion 

free, (ma) (1 Ut = (x-). So, we can factor out by Ut_1. Now x is in the centre 

of G= G/Ut_1. Since G is fgtfn, C, the centre of G is a finitely generated 

torsion free abelian group, and thus free abelian. Let a1, a2, ..., a, be a set 

of free generators of C, with 

x=a, a2 2 
.... ar , say. 

We can easily choose ß1 
1 
Q2, 

.... , 13r EZ such that I is a zth root of 

a- aQ1 a02 .. t)31- 12.. . 

Let H be the subgroup of G generated by a. Then H is a normal 

subgroup of G. Define G as G/H. Then ' has order n in G' 
. 

If G 

is finite we have finished. Suppose not. Then, GI is fgn and by [13] it is 

therefore residually finite. 

So, for 1 <i <z-1 

3 Ni a normal subgroup of finite index in G, such that x' ý N, -. But 

N =. nN; is a normal subgroup of finite index in G'. Hence the image of x 
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has order z in the finite homomorphic image, G IN, of G. 

Thus G is potent. 

The third result obtainable from theorem 2.9 is 

0 

THEOREM 2.18. Let G be a R(fgtfn) group. Then G is locally indicable. 

Thus graph groups are locally indicable. 

PROOF: Let G be a R(fgtfn) group, and let H be a finitely generated sub- 

group of G. Let hEH such that h 1. Then 3 0, a fgtfn homomorphic 

image of G, such that h 1. Then H, the image of H in G, is a non 

trivial subgroup of G, thus H is fgtfn. Hence if H is nilpotent of class n 

and K= ((H), then H/K is finitely generated torsion free abelian. Thus 

G is locally indicable. 0 

Theorems 2.16 and 2.17 can be extended in a more general setting, as 

we will see in Chapter 5. 

The number of generators of a graph group yields easily to analysis. 

PROPOSITION 2.19. Let X be a graph with a finite number of vertices, n. 

Let GX be the graph group given by X. Then GX cannot be generated 

by fewer than n elements. 

PROOF: Let x1, x2, ..., x, z denote the vertices of X. So we have a generating 

set {al, a2, ..., an} for GX. Then GX/GX' is free abelian on n generators, 

and no fewer. Hence GX needs at least n elements in any generating set. 

__ a 
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CHAPTER 3 PRELIMINARY RESULTS ON GRAPH PRODUCTS 

Definition 3.1 

Let r be a graph, with vertex set V={ vi ;i=1,2, ... , n} . Let Ak 

be groups, k--1,2,... n, and let 0: {1,2 
,... 1 n} --> { 1,2,. 

. ., 
} n be a 

permutation. 

Let Gr = (Ak; [Ao(j), AO(K)], V {v=, vj} E E), where E is the edge set 

of r. Thus Gr is the quotient of the free product of the Ak by the normal 

closures of the appropriate commutator subgroups. 

We call GI's the graph product of the Ak given by r and 0. We call r 

the underlying graph, 0 the group vertex assignment, and the Ak generating 

groups of Gr 
. 

When 0 is understood we simply denote the AO(K) by Az-. 

Note 3.2 

The above concept generalises that of direct and free products, these two 

products correspond to the cases of I' being complete and null, respectively. 

We also note that if Ak =Z for k=1,2, 
... , ri , then GF is the graph 

group corresponding to the graph I' 
. 

Thus graph groups are special graph 

products. 

All three of these special cases are irrespective of group vertex assign- 

ment. 

LEMMA 3.3. Let r be a finite simple graph on n vertices; A1, A2, 
... 1 

An 

groups and 0a group vertex assignment. Then the graph product GI` of 
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the Ak given by I' and 0 is uniquely determined by A1, A2, 
.... Any r and 

0. That is, it is independent of choice of presentation of A1, A2, 
... , 

An A. 

Also GI' is generated by subgroups B2 where Bi - A2 for i=1,2, ... ,n 

and Bi n yp{B; .ij}= 
(1) Vi. 

PROOF: Let Cl, C2,. 
.., 

Cn and D1, D2, ... , 
D,, be alternative presenta- 

tions for A1, A2, ..., A,,, respectively. Let ak : Ck -p Dk be isomorphisms 

from the groups given by the Ck to those given by the Dk. Let Hr, JI' 

be the graph products of the Ck 
, 

Dk respectively, given by IF and 0. 

Define a: Hr --> JF by 

a(ck) = ak(ck), where Ck E Ck for k=1,2, 
... , n; 

a is clearly a homomrphism as it takes relators to relators. Similarly if 

we define 

cr: Jr-4 HI' by 

ä(dk) = ak 
1(dk) 

where dk E Dk k=1,2, ... , n; 

this also is a homomorphism and clearly a is one-one and onto with 

ä=a-1. Thus Hr- Jr. 

Let Bi be the subgroup of Gr generated by the set jai : ai E A2} 
, 

for 

i=1,2, ... , n. Certainly GIS is generated by the B2 
. 

To show B2 - Ai 

consider the mappings ß= : Ai --+ B2 defined by 

ß; (a1) = ai for i=1,2, 
.. , n. 

The projection IIA; of GT onto Ai defined by 
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IIA; (a1) = ai for ai E A2 and IIA; (aj) =1 for aj E Aj, ji, is such 

that IIA; ß is the identity on A2 
. 

Hence A2 - Bi. 

Since IIA1 ßt maps all elements of Bj ji to 1, we have B2 f1 gp{Bj : 

Vi j. 

Thus we identify the At with the Bi and consider the A2 as subgroups 

of Gr. 0 

We see very easily, by the following example, that the choice of group 

vertex assignment affects the graph product. 

Example 3.4 

Let I' be the graph on three vertices as shown below. 

Vi 

V3 V2 

Recall C(G) denotes the centre of the group G. Let Al = Fl ; A2 = F2 ; 

A3 = F3 ; Let 0, be group vertex assignments with 

; (1) = 1, c(2) = 2, c5(3) = 3; 

o(1) = 2, '(2) = 3,1(3) = 1. 

Then GI'o is 

(F� F2, F3; [F� F21 i 
[F� F3]) = Fl x (F2 * F3) = Fl x F5 . 

And Gr = (Fl, F2, F3; [F2, F3], [F2, Fl]) - F2 x (F3 * Fl) = F2 x F4 
. 
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And GI'ý, = (F1, F2, F3; [F2, F3], [F2, Fi]) = F2 x(F3*F1) = F2 xF4. 

Now Gro 0 Grv, since C(Grj) - Z, but C(Gr, ) is trivial. 

In order to develop a normal form for elements in a graph product, as 

an analogue of a reduced sequence in a free product, we introduce a reduced 

sequence in a graph product. 

Definition 3.5 

Let Gr be a graph product of the groups A1, A2, 
... , 

A,,. A sequence 

g1, g2, .... g,,,, of elements from GT is called reduced if 

(i) gt E At, for i=1,2, 
... n . 

(ii) g= 1 for i=1,2, 
... n . 

(iii) Vgi, gj with i<j for which 2k i<k<1 with 

[9z, 9i-i-i] _ [9i, 9i+2] _ ... = [9z, 9k] =1 and 

[g k+l , 9j'] _ [g k+2 , gj] _ ... 
[gj_ i, gj] = 1, gi and g, are in different 

generating groups. 

Part (iii) means that repeatedly swapping elements from generating 

groups whose corresponding vertices are adjacent in r cannot bring to- 

gether two terms from the same generating group. We will refer to this 

swapping of commuting terms as syllable shuffling in this and other contexts. 

In particular, (iii) includes the corresponding condition for free products, 

that Vi, g=, g=+1 are not from the same free factor; here k=i. 

We introduce an equivalence for reduced sequences, denoted =E , gen- 

erated by 
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91,92, ... 19i, 9i+l, ... , 9m E 91,9'2, ... , (g'i-1,9i+1,9'i, 9i+2, ... , gm 

1, that is, gi, gi+l belong to generating groups whose corre- 

sponding vertices are adjacent in the graph IF. We note that gi, gi+1 cannot 

belong to the same generating group since the sequence is reduced. Thus 

two reduced sequences are equivalent if and only if one can be obtained from 

the other by repeated syllable shuffling. 

Example 3.6 

Let r be the graph 

V, V2 V3 

00^ 

and A, B, C the groups with presentation A= (a; a2) ;B= ýb; b3) ;C= 

ýC; c7). We have a group vertex assignment 0, such that A, B, C are as- 

signed to v1, v2, v3 respectively. 

So, G1T = ýa, b, c, a2, b3, c7, [b, c}. ). 

The sequence c-1, a, b, c, b is not reduced since the last syllable b will 

shuffle forward giving c-1, a, b, b, c. 

However, the sequence c-1, a, b2, c is reduced as adjacent terms are from 

different generating groups and the terms are non-identity. Also shuffling 

c forward of the b2 term, we notice that a, c are from different generating 

groups. We cannot bring c-1 and c together as c and a do not commute. 

We note that c-1, a, b2, c -E c-1, aý, c, b2 
. 
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Definition 3.7 

Let Cl' be a graph product of the groups A1, A2, 
.... 

A, Let W be a 

word in the generators of the Ai A. 

If W= W1 W2 ... 
Wr where each Wj is a word in the generators of 

only one of the generating groups, no Wj is the empty word, and Wj, W; +1 

are not in the same generating group for j=1,2,..., r-1, then the syllable 

length, A(W) of W is r, and W1, W2,..., Wr are called the syllables of W 

The syllable length . A(g) of an element g in GI' is the minimum syllable 

length of a word defining g. 

Thus the element 1 of Gr has syllable length 0, an element g in one of 

the generating groups has syllable length 1, where g 1, and an element 

h not in a generating group has syllable length > 2. 

We note that syllable shuffling in words may effect a reduction in syllable 

length. We say that a word W is reduced if no word representing the same 

group element has lesser syllable length. So a word is reduced if and only if 

the sequence obtained from the group elements represented by its syllables 

is a reduced sequence. 

Example 3.8 

We continue example 3.6. Let Wl be the word abcb3. This has syllable 

length 4, but represnts the same element as the word ab4c = abc which 

has syllable length 3. The group element defined by Wl is clearly also of 

syllable length 3. 
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Let W2 be the word ab2ac3b. This has syllable length 5, and so does 

the group element it represents, as no amount of syllable shuffling can bring 

two syllables from the same generating group together. 

We formalise these ideas in the following theorem. 

THEOREM 3.9 THE NORMAL FORM THEOREM FOR GRAPH PROD- 

UCTS. 

Let GI' be a graph product of the groups A,, A2, 
.... A, Each element 

g01 of Gr can be uniquely expressed as a product 

9= 9192 ... 9r where 91, g2, ... , g,. is a reduced sequence. 

PROOF: Since GI' is generated by A1, A2, ... , 
An, any element g can be 

expressed as a product hl h2 
... 

hrn where each hi Ea generating group. 

Let 91 92 ... gr be such a product, expressing g with the smallest number 

r of terms. Then gl, g2, ... , g,. is a reduced sequence; for if gj = 1, for some 

i, then we can surely express g as a product of <r terms. Also, if syllable 

shuffling can bring together two elements from the same generating group, 

gj, gj, say, then 

9192... gi-i9i+i ... gk(gigj)gk+l ... gj-igj+1 ... gr 

is a product expressing g with fewer than r terms. Hence every g can 

be expressed in the reduced form. 

It remains to show uniqueness, up to syllable shuffling, that is, up to 

equivalence of the reduced sequences concerned. To do this we introduce a 

process p to reduce any word W to a sequence and thence to a reduced 
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sequence. We can adapt to our case the process used in proving the same 

result in free products. 

Definition 3.10 

(As before we will use the symbol =E to denote equality up to syllable 

shuffling. ) The reduced form p(g11 92 , ... , gR) of a sequence of elements 

91 192, """, 9x where each gi is in a generating group, is defined inductively 

as follows: 

p (empty sequence) = empty sequence 

empty sequence, if g1 = 1; 
Pý91ý = 91, if g1 1. 

If 91,92, ... ,g 
has reduced form hl, h2, 

... , 
h,., that is 

P(91,92, ... I gm) = h1, h2, 
... , 

hr, then 

P(91,921. " gm, 9m+1 ) 

h1, h2,..., hr, 
hi, h2,.... hj-1, hj+1,... h,., 

hl, h2,..., hj-,, hj+1.... hr, (h79m+i), 

h1, h2, 
... ihr, 9ºn+1, 

if gm+l = 1; 
if 31' such that hj shuffles 

to the end and g�-ý+1 =h 
if 31* such that hj shuffles 

to the end and gm+1 h7 l 

but g7z+l and hj are in the 

same generating group; 
if g,,, +l is in a different 

generating group from any 
term which can shuffle to the 

end. 

So p- is defined for words in generators of the generating groups as follows: 
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If Wl, W2, ... , 
W,,, are the syllables of W, and g2 is the element defined 

in a generating group by W2 for i=1,2, 
... , m, then 

P(WiW2 ... 
Wm) = P(9i, 92, ... , gm). 

We can now extend our equality, -E , up to syllable shuffling, to all 

sequences, and indeed, to words. Let sl and s2 be sequences of elements, 

then 

sl =E 32 P(31) =E P(32)- 

Similarly for words w1,702 1 

wi =E W2 P(wi) E P(w2) - 

Example 3.11 

We continue example 3.6. Let W= a3 b-1 b2 c6 bb-2 a-1 ace . To compute 

p(W) we break W into its syllables, 

W= a3. b-1 b2. c6. bb-2. a-'a. c2 and obtain the sequence a, b, c6, b-1,1, c2 . 

We then compute successively: 

P(W1) =P(a)=a 

p(Wl W2) = P(a, b) = a, b 

p(W1 W2 W3) = p(a, b, c6) = a, b, cs 

p(W1W2W3W4) = p(a, b, c6, b-1) = a, c6 

P(W1W2W3W4W5) = p(a, b, c6, b-1,1) = a, c6 

p(Wi TV2W3W4W5W6) = P(a, b, -c6, b-i, 1, c2) = a, c6 c2 = a, c. 
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The theorem will easily follow once we establish the following properties 

of p: 

(a) p(gl, 92 , ... , gm) is a reduced sequence of length at most m. 

(b) If P(91)92i ... , 9m) =E h1, h2, 
..., , 

hr then 9192 ... gm =E hl h2 
... 

hT 
. 

(c) If gl, 92) ... , g�, is a reduced sequence, then p(gl, 92 ,. "", 9m. ) 

= gi, g2,..., gm. 

ýd) P(gl192, ... gk, 9k"+i, ... 19m) = P(P(91) 921... , 9k), gk+1, ... , gm) . 

(e) P(gl7 92, ... ' gm., 1) = P(9i, 92, ... ' gm, ) . 

(f) P(91,92) ... I gi l 
1, gi+1, ... , gm) = P(91,92, -- -, 9i) 9i+l I ... 19m) . 

(g) a -E b implies p(a, c) =E p(b, c), for sequences a, b and c. 

(h) If gj, gam,, +l are in the same generating group, for 1<j<m, and gj 

shuffles to the end, that is, [gj 
, gj+1] _ [9j, g j+21 _'''_ [9>, 9m] = 1, 

then p(91,92 i"""7 9m. i 9m+1) =E P(911921---93-1193+1) """ 19m 19j "9m+1) 

(i) If 3i<k<j such that gi, gj are in the same generating group, and 

[9=, 9i+i] - 
[9=, 9i+2] _ ... _ [9t, 9k] _ [9j7 9k+i] _ [9j7 9k+21 = ... = 

[gj, gß_1] =1 then 

P(91,92) ..., 9i-1,9:, 9i+1,..., gß-1,9. i, gj+1,..., 9m) =E 

P(91,92,..., (gi-1,9i+1) ..., 9k, 9i. 9j, gk+1i..., 9j-1,9j+1,..., 9m). 

As in the case of free products the properties (a), (b) and (c) follow 

immediatley from the definition of p using induction on m, (see [19]). 

Property (d) follows from the inductive definition of p and (c), property (e) 

follows immediately from the definition of p; property (f) follows from (d) 
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and (e). Property (g) follows from induction on the sequence length of c. 

Property (i) follows from (d), (f), (g) and (h), so we require to prove (h). 

In order to prove (h) we must first establish the following: 

(*) When [gi, gi+1 ]=1, 

P(gl, 927 "" ")9i)91+11 """ 19m) = P(91792)-- "' 9i+1,9i, """ 19m) 

To show (*), by (d) we need only show p(g1, g2, ... , gi, gi+l) = 

P(91,92 , ..., 9i+1) gi) where [gi, gi+1 ]=1. There are two possible cases: 

Case 1 g1, gi+l E same generating group. 

We note that if gT = g1+1 there is nothing to prove, so we may assume 

gi ý gi+l. Suppose, firstly, that g1 or gi+l = 1. Without loss of generality 

take g.. Then P(91,92, ... 19i, gi+1 

=P(91 , 1. . 92 ", 9i-i, 9=+1) , 
by (f) 

= P(91,92, ... , gi-i, 9=+i) 1) , 
by (e) 

= P(917927-- ", 9: +i , gi) since g= = 1. 

So suppose gi, gi+1 1. Let p(91,92, ... , gß_1) = hl, h2, 
... 7 

hr 
. 

We have 

three subcases: 

(A) 3hß which shuffles to the end of h h2,... h such that hj= -1 

(B) 3hß which shuffles to the end of hl, h2, 
... , 

hr such that hj g, 1, but 

hj, gi E same generating group. 

(Cý g= is in a different generating group from any of the hg's which can 

shuffle to the end. 
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Consider subcase (A): 

P(91 1 927... ' 9i) = hl 
, 

h2, 
... Ihr-1 , 

hj+l 
,... , 

hr 
. 

So p(91,92) ... ' 9=, 9i+i) = p(hl, h2) 
... , 

hj-i, h. i+i, ... , 
hr, 9t+1) 

= hl, h2, 
..., 

hß_1, hj+l, 
... , 

hr, gi+l for no other hk which can com- 

mute to the end may belong to the same generating group as gi+1. If it 

did it would belong to the same generating group as gi, and also hj, and 

hl, h2, .... hr would not be reduced. 

Now p(91,92, """, 9: -1,9i+i, gi) 

= p(hl, h2,..., hr, 9=+1, gi) 

= p(p(hi, h2,..., hr, gi+1), g'i) 

= p(hi, 
h2,.... hj-l, hj+1,..., hr, (h79i+1), 9i) 

= hi, h2,..., hj-i, h1+1,..., hr, (h19i+igi) 

= h1, h2,..., hj-l, hj. 
1,..., 

hr, (hjgig i) 

= hl, h2,..., hj-,, hj+,,..., h, g%+j . 

Thus p(91,92) ... I gi, gi+1) = P(gl, 92, ... 7 gi-1, gi, 9i+1) 

Subcase (B): 

P(91,92, ... I gj) = h1, h2, 
.... 

hj-i, hj+,,... 
, 
hr, (hjgi) 

. 

Thus P(91,92, ... ' 9t, 9t+j) = hl, h2, .... h? -,, 
h+1,. .., hr, (hj9=), 9=+, = 

hl, h2i..., hj-1, hj+1i.... h,., (hjgigi+1), by definition of p, 

= h1, h2, 
... , hj-1, hj+1, 

... , 
hr, (hjgi+lgi), since 9i, 9i+1 commute, 
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= p(hl, h2) ... , 
hj-1, hj+l, ... , 

h,., (hjgi+1), gi), by definition of p. 

But hl, h2 i .... h j-i, h. i+i, ... , h,., h jgi i= p(hl, h2, ... 7 hr, gi+i) , by 

definition of p, so using (d) we have 

P(91,92 ,""", 9iI 9i+1) = P(h1, h2, 
""", 

hr, 9i+1,9i) = P(91,92, """, 9i-1,9i+1,9i) 

Subcase (C): 

If gi = g, 
+l the result is obvious, since p(gl , g2, ... )gi, gi+l) 

P(91,92, ... 1 gz-1) = P(91,92, ... , 9=+l, 9i) . 
Assume g1 =ý 9: +1 

Then p(91,92,... ) g=) = hl, h2,... hr, 9i. Thus 

P(91,92, """, 9i, 9i+1) = h1, h2, 
""", 

hr, 9igi+1 , 
by definition of p, 

= h1, h2, 
""", 

hr, g=+1g= , since gi, gi+1 commute, 

= P(91) 92 , ... 7 9: -i, 9i+1,9=), by symmetry. 

Case 2 gi, gi+1 V same generating group. 

Again we have subcases A, B and C. 

As above let p(91,92, ... , 9=-1) = hl, h2, 
.... 

hr 
. 

Subcase (A): 

In this case 3j such that hj shuffles to the end of h, and hj = gZ 1. 

Then p(hl , 
h2, 

... , 
h,., 9= , 9t+1) 

= P(P(hl, h2, 
... , 

hr, 9i), 9i+1) by (d), 

= p(hl, h2, 
.... 

hj-1, hj+l, 
... , 

h,., 9: +1), by definition of p, 
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hl, h2, ..., hk-1 , hk+l, ... , hj-i, h+1,.. ., hr, 

hl, h2,..., hk-1 , hk+l,..., hj-i, hj+,,..., hr, 
hk9t+1 

hi, h2, 
... , 

hj-1 
7 

hß+1 
,... Ihr, 9i+1 

if 2k such that hk 
shuffles to the end 
and hkk- 9i+1, 

if 3k such that hk 

shuffles to the end 
and hkký 9+1 
but hk, gi+l E the 
same generating group; 

if gi+1 is in a different 

generating group from 

any term which can 
shuffle to the end. 

= p(hi, h2,.. 
., 

hj_,, hj, hj+1, 
... , 

h,., g=+1, gi) , 
by definition of p, since 

[gi, gi+l ]=1 [hj, gi+i ]=1, as hj = gi-1 . 

Subcase (B): 

That is 3j such that hj shuffles to the end of hr and hj g1, but 

hj, gt E the same generating group. 

Then p(p(hi, h2) 
... , 

hr, 9t), 9t+1) = p(hl, h2, 
..., 

hj-i, hj+i, ..., h,., hjgi, 9i+1), 

by (d) and the definition of p, 

h1, h2i ..., 
hk-1, hk+l, 

... , 
hj-1, h+1,.. 

., 
hr, 

hj 9i 

hl, h2, .... hk-1 , hk+l, ..., hj-,, hj+1, ... ' hr, 
hj9:, hkgi+l 

h1, h2, 
..., 

h; 
-1, 

hß+1, 
... , 

hr, tljg=, gi+l 

if 3k such that hk 
shuffles to the end 
and hkk= 9tß-1 

if 3k such that hk 

shuffles to the end 
and hk :ý g+1 
but hk, g=+1 E the 
same generating group ; 

if g2+1 is in a different 

generating group from 
any term which can 
shuffle to the end. 
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We note that k may be less than or greater than J, and that heg= and g=+1 

are in different generating groups. 

Now, P(hl, h2i ... ) 
hr, gi+l, gi) = p(h1, h2, 

... hj-l, hj+i, 
... , 

hr, 9=+1, h. i9=) , 

by the definition of p, and since gi and g=+1 are in different generating 

groups, g= and hj are in the same generating group, and [gi, gi+1 ]=1= 

[h 
, 9i+1] = 1, 

hi, h2,.... hk-1, hk+1,..., hj-1, hß+1,... 
Ihr, 

h; gt 

hl, h2,.... hk-1, hk+1, 
---, 

h, j-1, hj+1,..., hr, 

hk9t+1 
, 
h? 9= 

h1, h25 
..., 

hj-,, hj+1, 
... , 

hr, hjgi, gi+1 

Thus, since the reduced sequences 

if 3k such that hk 
shuffles to the end 

" = -1 and hk 9 t+1 

if 3k such that hk 

shuffles to the end 
and hk ký gi+-l 7 
but hk, gi+l E the 
same generating group ; 

if gi+l is in a different 

generating group from 

any term which can 
shuffle to the end. 

h1, h2 
i""" , 

hk-1, hk+l, 
""", 

hj-1, hj+1 
,""", 

hr, hjgi, hkgi+1 

and 

h1, h2, ... , 
hk-1, hk+l, ... , hj-,, hj+l, ... , h,., hkgi+1, hjgi 

are equivalent, as [hkg; +l, heg=] = 1, and the reduced sequences 

hli h2i 
.... 

hj-1, hj+l,... 
, 

hr, hjgi, gi+l 

and 

hl, h2i..., hj-l7hj+1i... 7hr, 9i+1ihjgi 
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are equivalent, as [gi+l, hjgi] = 1, 

p(hi, h2i 
.... 

hr, gi, gi+1) =E p(hi, l22) 
... 7 

hr, 9i+1,9i) 

Subcase C: 

That is, for this case any hj which shuffles to the end of hr belongs to 

a different generating group from gi and no hk which shuffles to the end 

of gi belongs to the same generating group as gi+i. For, if any such hk 

existed, the case would have been dealt with by Case 2, subcases A and B, 

by symmetry. 

Thus p(hi, h2, 

-E h1, h2, 
..., gi+1, gi , since gi, g=+1 commute 

= p(hi, h2, 
.. ". 

hr, gi+i, gi) . 

Hence (*) is proved. 

We now proceed to prove (h) by induction on m. 

If m=1 

We have p(g1,92) , where 91,92 E the same generating group and we want 

to show that P(91,92) = P(9192)- Now from (d) we have p(gl, g2) _ 

P(P(9i ), 92) 

_ 
P(92) if gl =1 
P(9192) if gl 1 

= p(9192)" 

So the result holds for m=1. 

Assume inductively that the result holds for sequences of length < m. 
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If g�1. +1 = 1, then 

P(91,92) ... ' 9m, 9m+1) =E P(91,92, ... ' 9m+1I 9m) 

since Any gi which commutes to the end can be relabelled 

as g,,, and we have equivalence by (*). 

If the gj in question = 1, then by (*), 

P(91,92,... gj,... )9m, 9m+l 

= P(9i, 92,... )gj-1,9j+i,... 'gm), 
by (f), 

= P(9i, 92,... 1gj-i, 9j+i,... ) gjgm), since gj = 1. 

So we may assume gj, gm+1 54 1 

The following two cases arise: 

Case 1j=m. 

Case2 jm. 

We will consider case 2 first. If j m, then we have [gj, gj+l] = 

[9j79. i+2I1 =... =[g, I9m] =1. So by (*) 

P(91,921 """' 9m7 gm+1) =E P(911927 "" "' 9j-1,9j+1, "" "' 9m, 9j, 9m+1) " 
We 

can now relabel this and reduce it to case 1. 

Consider case 1. Let p(gl, g2, ... , gm-1) = hl, h2, 
... �hr. 

By (d) and 

(g) it is sufficient to show that 

P(hl, h2, .... hT, 9m, 9m+1) = Pahl, h2, ... , hr, gmgm+l ). 

LEEDS UNKIERSiTY LOBRARY 
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Two subcases arise: either 3hk such that hk shuffles to the end and 

hk, gm, E the same generating group, or not. Suppose not, then 

p(hi, h21 
... ' 

hr, 9m)= h1, h2i 
.... 

hr, 9m 

and 

P(hi, h2l 
.... 

hr, 9m, 9'nz-ý1ý = 

h1 
, 

h2 
1 ... ' 

hr, if 9m+1 = 9m 
1 

-1. h1, h21 
... 7 

hr) 9m9m+i 7 
if 9m+1 54 gm- m 

by definition of p. Similarly 

hl, h2, ... , 
hr, if 9m =9 -1 

+11 
P hi h21.... hrl 9mgm+l) _ h-1 1 ý21 

... I 
hri 9m9'm+i i if 9m 9m+1 i 

by definition of p. So our result holds. 

Suppose, then, 3 an hk as described above. We note there can be only 

one such hk as h1, h2, 
... , 

hr is reduced, and by (*) we can relabel and take 

k=r. 

NOW p(hi, h2,. 
.., 

hr, gm) gm+1) = P(P(hi, 
h2 

i .... 
hr, 9m 

), 
9m+1) , by (d). 

Since r<m-1 by (a), the inductive hypothesis yields successively: 

p(p(hi, h2, 
... , 

hr, 9m) , gm+l ) 

= PCP(hl, h2i 
.... 

hrgm), gm+, 

= p(hl, h2, 
.... 

hrgm, 9m+1) 

= p(hl, h2, 
... , 

hrgmgm, 
+1) 

= p(hl , 
h2, 

... ihr, 9mgm+1 

p(hl, h27"""ihr, 9m-}-19m) 

- p(hl , 
h2 

, ... ihr, 9m+1 19m 
) 
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Thus the property (h) holds. 

We now continue with the proof of the theorem 3.9. 

Suppose that gl, g2, ... , g,. and hl, h2, 
... , 

h9 are reduced sequences such 

that g1 g2 ... g, and hl h2 
... 

h3 each define the same element, g, of GI'. 

Now gi and hj are defined by words of one syllable, U1 and Vj respectively. 

So 

U= U1 U2 ... Ur 

and 

V =V1V2... vs 

are words which define the same element in GT. Thus we can proceed 

from U to V by means of insertions and deletions of the defining relators 

R(al), R(a2), .... R(a,, ), [Ai, Aj] and the trivial relators aia, 1 and a, lai 
. 

We shall show that under the insertion or deletion of a relator, the reduced 

form, p, of a word remains unchanged. We have already dealt with the 

syllable shuffling in (*), so we need only consider relators of one syllable. It 

is sufficient to consider the case of insertion of a relator P of one syllable, 

since if P is deleted from X to get Y, P can be inserted in Y to get X. 

Let X= XiX2 
... 

Xm be a word in Gr where X1 
, 
X2, 

... , 
Xm. are the 

syllables of X, and let ki be the element of GI' defined by Xi. Then 

if Y is obtained from X by the insertion of the one syllable relator P, 

P is inserted either at the beginning or end of X, in between consecutive 

syllables X j, X i+l , or in between symbols in some syllable Xi. 
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If P has a syllable of X on its immediate left or right which is in 

the same generating group as P, or if P is inserted into such a syllable 

of X, then the sequence of elements defined by the syllables of Y is the 

same as the sequence of elements defined by the syllables of X. Hence 

p(Y) = p(kl, k2, 
... , 

km) = p(X). 

Otherwise there are four possibilities: 

Case 1P is inserted in front of Xi and Xi, PE different generating 

groups. 

Case 2P is inserted after X,,, and P, X,, E different generating groups. 

Case 3P is inserted between X2 and X=+1 
, neither of which is in the same 

generating group as P. 

Case 4P is inserted between X= and X j" where Xi =XiX i' and PE 

different generating groups. 

Case 1. p(Y) 

= p(PX1X2 ... 
Xm) 

= P(1, ki, k2, 
... , 

km) 

= p(ki, k2,.... k�, ), by (f) 

=p(x). 
Case 2. p(Y) 

= P(XlX2 ... XmP) 

= P(ki, k2, 
... , 

k, 1) 
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= P(ki, k2,... Ikm), 
by (f) 

p(x). 

Case 3. p(Y) 

= p(X1X2 ... 
XiPXi+lXi+2 

... 
Xm) 

= p(kj, k2,..., %i, 1, k1+1, k+25... 
5km) 

= p(kl, k2,.... k, n), by (f) 

= p(x). 

Case 4. Let the group elements represented by the words Xi, XZ' be 

kä, ki' respectively. Then ki = ki k; ' and we have p(Y) 

= P(X1X2 ... Xi-lXzPXilXi+lXi+2 
... Xm) 

= p(k1, k2,..., kz-i 
, 
kj, 1, fb' k-+,, ki+2,..., k, ) 

= P(ki, k2) ..., k=, ki...... k, ) by (f) 

= p(ki, k2, .... ki'lo', ... , k,,, ) , by (d) and (i) 

= p(ki, k2, 
... , 

km) 

= p(x). 

Thus p(Y) = P(ST ) 

So, returning to U and V, we must have p(U) -E p(V), for there is a 

sequence 

U,..., X-, Y,... V 
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such that consecutive terms differ by the insertion or deletion of a one 

syllable relator or by syllable shuffling, and so 

P(U) =E .« =E P(X) =E P(Y) =E ... =E P(V 

But P(U) =E p(U1U2 ... 
Ur) E p(9i 92ý ... 9r) =E 91921 ""- 9r by (c) 

and p(V) =E p(V1VZ ... V9) =E p(hl, h2) ... , h9) =E hi, h2, ... , h3 7 by (c). 

Hence 91,92, ... I gr =E h1, h2, 
... , 

h3 
. 

Thus the proof of Theorem 3.9 is complete. 11 

As an immediate corollary to the Normal Form Theorem we have: 

COROLLARY 3.12. If A1, A2,.. 
., 

An, are finitely generated groups with a 

solvable word problem and Gr is a graph product of the A, -, then Gr has 

a solvable word problem. 

Later we will prove the Normal Form Theorem by another means, but 

the above method directly provides an algorithm for the word problem in 

practice, namely the reduction process p. 

We also have the following: 

COROLLARY 3.13. If gl, g2, ... , g, is a reduced sequence in GF then 

A(9192 
... gr) = r. 

PROOF: If W defines 91 92 ... 9r) then the sequence p(W) has no more 

terms than the number of syllables in W, from (a). But, if U2 is a word of 
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one syllable defining gi, then 

917921-- Ur) 
1 921 

Since Ul U2 ... 
(Jr and W define the same element of GIP, 

p(W) -E p(UlU2 ... Ur), and so \(W) > r. 

Recall that syllable shuffling in a reduced sequence or word cannot bring two 

syllables from the same generating group together. Thus r is the minimal 

syllable length of any word defining 9192 "". gr " 11 

Definition 3.14 

Let W= W1W2 
... 

Wk be a reduced word in GI' with the Wz its 

syllables. 

If k=1, or 

if Vr, s such that W,. shuffles to the front of TV 
, and W3 shuffles to the 

back of W, Wr54 Ws 1, 

then we say that W is cyclically reduced. 

We say an element g of Gr is cyclically reduced if any, and necessarily 

all, of the reduced words representing it are cyclically reduced. 

Definition 3.15 

We define W as above. 

If k=1, or 
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if Vr, s such that Wr shuffles to the front of W, and W9 shuffles to the 

back of W, W, and W3 represent elements from different generating 

groups, 

then we say that W is proper cyclically reduced. 

We say that an element g of GI' is proper cyclically reduced if the 

reduced words representing it are proper cyclically reduced. Clearly proper 

cyclically reduced = cyclically reduced. 

We say that the empty word, and thus the identity element of GIS 
, is 

cyclically, and proper cyclically reduced. 

LEMMA 3.16. Let gE GIS, where Gr is a graph product of groups. Then 

g is a conjugate of a proper cyclically reduced element of GI'. 

PROOF: Let g be represented by a reduced word W with syllables 

W1, W2,. .., Wt. Proceed by induction on t. 

If t=1, then W= W1 and g is proper cyclically reduced by definition. 

Suppose inductively that all elements of GIS with syllable length <t are 

conjugates of proper cyclically reduced elements of GI' 

If W is proper cyclically reduced, then so is g. So, we suppose that W is 

not proper cyclically reduced. Then 3r, s such that 

W =E WrW1 W2 ... Wr-1 W,. +1 ... W3-1 Vq+1 ... WtW3 

where W,., W9 represent the elements g,., g3 , which are in the same gener- 

ating group. 
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Consider gT-1ggr =hE Gr. This group element is represented by the word 

Wr 1W Wr 

= W, 1 WrWi W2 ... Wr-1 W,. +1 ... W8 
-1 W3+1... WtWs Wr 

= W1W2 ... Wr-lW,. +1 ... W9-IW3+1 ... Wt(W3Wr). 

So, h has syllable length <t-1, thus, by the inductive hypothesis, 

2u, vE GI' such that v is proper cyclically reduced and h= uvu-1. 

Now, 

9=9rhgr1 

(gru)v(gru)-1. 

That is, g is a conjugate of a proper cyclically reduced element of GF. Q 

Example 3.17 

Continuing Example 3.6 again, we consider the element 

g=bab-1c3. 

This is not cyclically reduced, for 

bab-1c3 _E bac3b-1. 

However, 

h= babc3 

is cyclically reduced as b b-1 
, 

but h is not proper cyclically reduced, 

since 

babc3 = bac3b. 
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On the other hand, 

h= babc3 

= b(ac3b2)b-1, 

where ac3 b is proper cyclically reduced. 

Definition 3.18 

Let GI' be a graph product of groups given by the graph r. Let 0 be 

a full subgraph of r. Then GO denotes the graph product of the groups 

assigned to the verticies of 0 in r, given by the graph 0 and the same 

group vertex assignment as in GI'. We say that GO is a truncated subgroup 

of Gr. 

If 0 is a complete graph, then clearly GO is the direct product of its 

generating groups. In this case we call GA a direct truncated subgroup of 

Gr. 

Example 3.19 

(i) In a graph product every generating group is a direct truncated subgroup 

since the full subgraph associated with it is just one vertex which is 

trivially complete. 

(ii) Let r be the graph shown: 

V, V2 V3 

o 
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and let A, BI C be the groups with presentation A= (a; a2) ;B= 

(b; ); C= (c; c7) . 
We have a group vertex assignment 0, such that A, B, C 

are assigned to v1, v2, v3 respectively. 

So, GI' = (a, b, c; a2, c7, [b, c]). 

Gr has four direct truncated subgroups: 

A, B, C and BxC. 

We will now introduce another approach to the study of graph products 

of groups which will prove very helpful as we can exploit results from a well 

studied area of group theory, the theory of generalised free products. 

LEMMA 3.20 REPRESENTING GRAPH PRODUCTS AS GENERALISED 

FREE PRODUCTS. Let Gr be a graph product of the groups A1, A2, 
... 

A7z 
. 

Then Gr is either 

an ordinary free product, 

a direct product, or 

a generalised free product, 

in each case, of subgroups which are graph products of certain generating 

groups of GF, given by full subgraphs of IF and the same group vertex 

assignment. 

PROOF: If I' has a vertex, v, which is isolated, and Az is assigned to this 

vertex, then 

Gr - At*H, 
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where H is the graph product of A1, A2, 
.... A1_1 

i 
A+1,. 

.., An given by 

the full subgraph 0 of IF, on all the vertices excluding v. 

If r has a vertex, v, which is joined to every other, and A, is assigned 

to this vertex, then 

GT Ai x H, 

where H is defined as above. 

If neither of the above holds for any vertex in r, let v be a given vertex. 

By relabelling, if neccesary, let Al be assigned to v, let A2, A3, 
... , 

A, be 

assigned to the vertices adjacent to Ai, and Ar+l, Ar+21 ... , 
An to the 

vertices not adjacent to Al . Denote by H the graph product subgroup of 

Gr generated by A2, A3, 
... , 

A, 
, 

by X the subgroup generated by Al and 

H, and by Y the subgroup generated by A2, A3, 
... , 

An 
. 

Pictorially: 

Then, we can easily see that GI' is the generalised free product of X 

and Y amalgamating H, as shown above. Moreover, X is the direct prod- 
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uct of Al and H, and it is this fact which makes the representation so 

amenable. 0 

As promised we will now offer another proof for Theorem 3.9, the Normal 

Form Theorem for Graph Products. 

PROOF: We proceed by induction on the number of generator groups n. 

If n=2, then GI' is either a free or direct product, and the result 

certainly holds, 

Suppose n>2. Let F denote the set of generating groups of Gr. 

Suppose BA= EF such that [AT, Aj] =1 Vj i. Then Gr = Ai x dr, 

where Gr is the subgroup of Gr generated by A1, A2, .... Ai_1, A+1,.. ., An A. 

Since Gr is a graph product of n-1 generating groups the result holds in 

Gr by induction, and any element g1 of GI' can be written 

g= ag where aEA1 and gEGI'. 

Now 9 is uniquely reduced up to syllable shuffling. Hence g has reduced 

representation which is unique up to syllable shuffling. 

Suppose ý such an A2 
. 

Then either Gr is a free product, in which case 

we achieve the result by the normal form theorem for free products, [19], 

and induction as above, or, with relabelling if neccesary, 

[A1, Aj] =1 for some j and 

[A,, Ak] 1 for some k. 

We will write GI' with the usual generalised free product representation: 
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X 

Al H Ar+i 

AZ 

Ar 
An 

Y 

If gEX or gEY we have the result by induction, so assume gýX 

and gVY. Suppose g has a reduced product 91 92 ... gn,, representing it. 

Suppose gil, gi 2, ... , gi, are the syllables belonging to Al 
. 

Then 

9192 ... gm = (bl )9i1 b29i2, 
... 

bs-19ia (b3), 

where the b's are the group elements given by the intermediate syllables. 

Now, since 91 92 ... gam, is reduced, no b= can belong to H. 

Thus, given a reduced word in terms of graph products, we can unigely 

determine a reduced generalised free product representation for the element 

represented by the word, up to syllable shuffling. 

So it is sufficient to show that any two reduced generalised free product 

representations for the same element are equal, up to syllable shuffling. Let 

g have the following two generalised free product representations: 

(al)bla2b2 
... ak(bk), 

(cl)dlc2d2 
... Ck(dk), 

where at, c; E Al and b1, di E B\H. 
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We have both words of generalised free product length 2k(-l)(-2), by 

the normal form theorem for generalised free products in [19]. 

We proceed by induction on the lengths of these words. If length = 1, 

then gEA or B, in which case we have the result by induction on n. So, 

suppose length > 1. 

Since bl, dl E B\H, a2 and c2 cannot commute past them. By the 

normal form theorem for generalised free products, al = cl h, where hEH. 

Nov al, cl E Al 
, therefore ci-lal E Al 

, and thus hE Al 
, so h=1. 

Thus al = cl. But we could have al = cl = 1, so we cannot yet apply 

induction. Next consider b1, dl 
. 

Again bl = d1 hl 
. Thus d, -1 bl = hl E H. 

By induction on t, bi and dl have unique reduced representations, up 

to syllable shuffling, in terms of the generating groups. Let 

di = x1x2 ... Xi 

b1 = yi y2 ... yj 

be such representations. So, 

dý 1b1 =x 'x 
T'1 ... X2 1Xi lyiy2 

... yj E H. 

All the syllables which do not belong to H must cancel out. Let yf be the 

first syllable of b1 not belonging to H. Now yf must cancel with a syllable 

from di-1 
, since bl is reduced. Thus yf must be able to commute to the 

left to reach this syllable. Putting it another way, yf must commute to the 

beginning of b1, and yf1 to the end of dl-1, 
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By an argument of induction, all the syllables not from H appearing in 

bl must commute to the front of b1 and their inverses, comprising all the 

syllables not from H appearing in di 1, must commute to the end of d1. 

So 

b1 = whb and dl = vhd, 

where hb, hd E H, and w and v are equal words in B\H, up to syllable 

shuffling. Thus 

(al)bla2b2 
... ak(bk) 

(cl)dic2d2 
... Ck(dk) 

can be written as 
(al)wa2(hbb2)a3b3... ak(bk) 

(Cl)VC2(hdd2)C3d3 
... Ck(dk) 

since hb, hd commute with a2, c2 respectively by choice of Al 
. 

Now (al )w 

and (cl )v are equal up to syllable shuffling and 

a2(hbb2)a3b3 ... ak(bk) 

C2(hdd2)C3d3 ... Ck(dk) 

represent the same group element. Hence by induction on word length, they 

are equal up to syllable shuffling. 

Thus the two reduced representations of g are equal up to syllable shuf- 

fling. 

Hence result by induction. 0 

The Normal Form Theorem gives us solvability of the Word Problem. 

We can now also tackle the Conjugacy Problem in two ways: 
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directly using definitions of length and cyclically reduced, in terms of 

graph products, or 

by exploiting the generalised free product representation. 

The first method was used by Herman Servatius in [26] for the special 

case of the conjugacy problem for graph groups. We will now prove the more 

general result of the solvability of the conjugacy problem being preserved by 

graph products, using the generalised free product representation method. 

We first state without proof the Conjugacy Theorem for Free Products 

with Amalgamation found in [18]. Cyclically reduced, here, is in the sense 

of generalised free products, as defined in [18]. 

THEOREM 3.21. Let P be a generalised free product of G with H amal- 

gamating the subgroup A. Let uEP be cyclically reduced, where 

2L = Cl C2 ... Cr , 

is a normal form for u. Then every cyclically reduced conjugate of u can 

be obtained by cyclically permuting C1 C2 ... c, and then conjugating by an 

element of the amalgamated part A. 

We make the following definition: 

Definition 3.22 

Let GI' be a graph product. Let w be a word in the generators of 

GI F. We denote the set of all (finitely many) cyclic permutations of w by 

w cycle. We can think of w cycle as acircle with the syllables of w written 
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in a clockwise orientation. For example, with w= a2 bcda 
, we can picture 

w cycle as: 

7000"b 

d 
ýa3/ 

For w1, w2 cyclically reduced (in the sense of graph products) words we 

say that 

wl cycle -E w2 cycle 

if some cyclic permutation of wl -E some cyclic permutation of w2 . We 

note that extending this concept to non cyclically reduced words would do 

nothing more than redefine conjugacy. 

Example 3.23 

In G= (a, b, c, d; [a, b], [c, d]) if wl = bcda and w2 = abcd then 

wl OE w2 but wlcycle -E w2cycle. 

Finally we make the following observation: 

If w1i w2 and w3 are words in the generating symbols of a graph product 

and w1 -E W2 then 

wl W3 =E w2 w3 and 

W3W1 =E W3W2 
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THEOREM 3.24. Let GI' be a graph product of the groups A1, A21 
... , 

Ak 
, 

where the Ai 's each have solvable conjugacy problem. Then GI' has a 

solvable conjugacy problem. 

PROOF: The result is obvious if Gr is a direct product. Otherwise, by 

Lemma 3.16 we can restrict our consideration to proper cyclically reduced 

words. We will prove the following: 

For U, V proper cyclically reduced words representing elements u, v, 

U -E a conjugate of V Ucycle =E V cycle. 

The right hand condition is easily decidable in a finite number of steps using 

any possible syllable shuffling. 

We first show (ý) 
. 

Let U= Ul U2 and V= Vl V2, where 

U2 Ul =E V2 Vi 

Then by the above observation 

U2 Ul (U2 U2 1) -E V2 Vl (V2 V2 1) 
. 

Thus 

Ul U2 =E 
U2 1 V2 Vl V2) V1 U2 

7 

that is 

U= (U2 1V2)V (U2 1 V2)-1. 
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Now we show the more difficult ('). U -E a conjugate of V, and thus 

U =E a conjugate of v. By Lemma 3.20 GIP is either a free product, a 

direct product, or a generalised free product. The first two cases are easily 

dealt with by induction and using the solvability of the conjugacy problem 

in free products from [18]. 

So suppose Gr is a generalised free product as shown: 

Let u= ulu2 ... un , thus for some 17 

v= h-luiui+l 
... unu1u2 ... ui-lh, 

where hEH, and either [h, u2] =1 or [ui-1, h] = 1, since u is cyclically 

reduced in terms of generalised free products, and so ui or ui-1 must belong 

to A. Without loss of generality take [ui, h] = 1. Then 

v= u=(h-lut+l)uz+2 ... unulu2 ... ui-1h. 

This form of v is cyclically reduced in terms of generalised free products, 

since u is cyclically reduced. Let u= have syllables u=1 u=2 ... u=ni , and 

h= hl h2 ... 
h7z in terms of graph products. 

xY 
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So, writing v in graph product normal form we have 

1 -1 11( 
v= uil ui2 ... uini ýhM hm-1 

..: 'h2 h1 )lui--11 ui+12 ... ui+ini+1) ... 
(unlun2 

... unn�)(u11u12 ... ulna) ... 
(ui-l1ui-12 

... ui-1�i_1)hlh2 ... 
hm,. 

But h; l hm-l 1 ... 
h2 1 hi 1 shuffles forwards and 

V h; 1 %tm 
1 ... 

h2 ýt1 (uil ui2 . uznt )(u: 
-f-11 ui-}-12 ... ui+. ln. 

(unl 
un2 

... 
unnn 

)(ull 
u12 

... 
ulnl) 

. (ui-l1 uz-1Z ... 
U_1 

n, _1 

)h1 h2 h,. 

So v cannot be cyclically reduced unless h=1 or h cancels completely at 

one side. Either way we clearly have 

is cycle Ev cycle thus 

U cycle -EV cycle. 

0 

THEOREM 3.25 THE TORSION THEOREM FOR GENERALISED FREE 

PRODUCTS. Every element of finite order in P= (G * H; A-B, 0) is a 

conjugate of an element of finite order in C or H. 

THEOREM 3.26 THE TORSION THEOREM FOR GRAPH PRODUCTS. Let 

GI' be a graph product of A1, A2, .., A,,,. An element u of finite order in 

GI' belongs to a conjugate of a direct truncated subgroup GO of GI' 

Further, if GO has generating groups B1, B2, .... Br then 

u= wbl b2 ... b, w-1 where biE Bi, wE Gr 

and the order of u= the lowest common multiple of the orders of the b2 
. 

PROOF: Let u have order n. We will proceed by induction on m. 

If m=1 the result is trivial. 
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Suppose the result holds for graph products of less than m groups. 

If Gr = Ai x Or, where Or is-the graph product of the groups other 

than Ai given by I' 
, 
for some Ai, then 

u= atü, 

where ai is of finite order in A, 
, and ü is of finite order in GI'. By 

induction, ü= g-1 vg for some gE CF and vEa direct truncated subgroup 

of Gr. Thus 

u= aig-lvg = 9-laiv9 

where gE GF and aiv Ea direct truncated subgroup of Gr. 

If GI' is a free product of two truncated subgroups we have the result 

by Theorem 3.25 and induction. 

Suppose then, that we have the general case where Gr is the generalised 

free product of X and Y amalgamating H, and X=A, - x H, for some 

A? -. By Theorem 3.25 

uEg-1Xg or uEh-1Yh, g, hEGF. 

Again the result follows easily by induction. 

Clearly the order of is is, in each case, as given. Hence result by induc- 

tion. 0 

COROLLARY 3.27. Graph products are periodic 4 they are direct prod- 

ucts of periodic groups. 

PROOF: ( =) Obvious. 
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(=) Let GI' be a periodic graph product of the groups Al, A2, 
... , An . 

Clearly the A2's must be periodic as isomorphic copies of the A2's appear 

as subgroups of Gr . 

Consider the element g=a1 a2 ... a,, E GT, where a; E A2 
. 

This 

has finite order and thus by Theorem 3.26 belongs to a conjugate of a 

direct truncated subgroup. g is clearly cyclically reduced and thus belongs 

to a direct truncated subgroup. Nov g has syllable length n, thus the 

direct truncated subgroup contains n generating groups, so Gr is the direct 

product of its generating groups. Q 

COROLLARY 3.28. Graph products are torsion free all their generating 

groups are torsion free. 

PROOF: (=) Obvious, since generating groups are isomorphically con- 

tained in the graph product. 

(=) Let GI' be a graph product of the groups A1, A2, 
... 7 

An 
7 

where the A2 are torsion free. Let gE GI' be an element of finite order. 

By theorem 3.26 gEa conjugate of a direct truncated subgroup, and if 

g= wbl b2 
... 

bkw-1 

then the order of g= the lowest common multiple of the orders of the bt 
. 

If k 0, then the order of g is not finite since the generator groups are 

torsion free. But k=0g=1. Therefore GF is torsion free. Q 

COROLLARY 3.29. Graph groups are torsion free. 
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PROOF: Graph groups are graph products of copies of Z and Z is torsion 

free. 0 

We now prove an analogue of another result in free and direct products: 

PROPOSITION 3.30. Let A, 
7 
A2, 

... An be subgroups of a group G such 

that 

Aiflgp{Aj: j 4i} =1, Ali, 

and suppose that each element g of G can be written uniquely, up to certain 

syllable shuffling, as a product 

9=9192"""9r, 

where 91,92, ... , gr is a reduced sequence; and that this syllable shuffling 

is between all ai E Ai and all aj E Aj; for certain pairs {A2, Aj 1. Denote 

the set of such pairs R. 

Then G is the graph product.. of the AZ with underlying graph r 

and group vertex assignment 0 such that IF has vertices vl, V27 ..., vn and 

{Ai, Aj }ER vi, vj are adjacent in r, with O(i) =i, for i=1,2, ... , n. 

PROOF: Now G is generated by the A2 . Let 

Az = (a1, a2,... � aj. ; R(aij) 

be presentations for the Aý 
. 

Then G has relators R(a, 
� 
), i=1,2, ... ra and 

Va, - E At, Val E Aj such that {Ai, Aj} E R, G has the relator [a, aj]. 

Denote this set of commutators by R'G . 
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If G required no other relators then G would clearly be the graph 

product in question. So, we will show that every relator of G can be derived 

from the R(ai�) and RG . 

Let 

W= Wl W2 ... Ws 

be a relator of G, where W1, W2,..., Ws are its syllables. We proceed by 

induction on s. 

If s=0, then W is clearly derivable from the R(aj�) and RG 
. 

Suppose inductively, that every relator of G with fewer than s syllables is 

derivable from the R(a=�) and RG . 
Consider a relator W1 W2 ... W9 of G. 

Let gi be the group element defined by the word W; such that Wl W2 
... 

W3 

represents 9192 """ 99 =9 

Consider the sequence g1,92, """7 93 

Suppose gZ 1 Vi. 

We may employ syllable shuffling in an attempt to reduce the length of 

911921..., g8. 

If Sgt, gj, gk with i<k<j and 

[9=, 9=+1 ]_ [9=) 9: +2] _'''_ [9T 
19k] = 

[gk+1,9j]=[9k+2,9. iJ=... -[9i-i, 9. il=1 

and gi, gjE the same A,, then 

911921... i9s =E 917921... 79t-il9i+i,... )9k, 9=9ji9k+i,..., 9i-i)9. i+i,... 193. 
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But then 

W1W2 ... W=-lW=+1 ... Wk-(W=Wj)Wk+l ... Wj-lWj+j 
... W9 

is a relator of G with fewer than s syllables and thus derivable from R(a=v ) 

and Rc. Hence W1 W2 ... W, is derivable from 1 using the R(ai,,, ) and RG . 

So, if ýgj, gj with such a 9k, then 91,92, ... , g,, is reduced and thus, 

by hypothesis 
, 91 92 ... g9 is the unique product, up to syllable shuffling, 

which is the reduced form of g. Thus Wl W2 
... 

Ws cannot define 1. This 

is a contradiction. 

Now consider the case when g= =1 for some gi. Then Wi is a rela- 

tor from Ai and hence is derivable from 1 using the R(at�). But then 

WIW2... W2_1Wi+1 
... 

Ws is a relator with <s syllables and so is derivable 

from 1 using the R(a=�) and RG. Thus W1 W2 ... Wi 
_1 

WiW2+1... W9 is 

derivable from R(ai�) and RG . 0 

Whilst not every subgroup of a 
.. 
graph product is a graph product, we 

can generalise a theorem for direct and free products. 

PROPOSITION 3.31. Let Gr be the graph product of the groups A1, A2, 
... , 

An 

given by the graph I' and the group vertex assignment 0. Let B2 be a sub- 

group of Ai fori=1,2, 
... n. If HI' is the subgroup of GI' generated by 

B1, B27--- 
, 
Bn 

, then Hr is the graph product of the Bi given by r and 

0. 

PROOF: Let hEH. Then since H is generated by the B2 
,h =9192 -- .g-, 

where each g= E Bj; 
, and g1,92 , ... , gr is a reduced sequence in GI' 

. 
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(For, given a product equal to h we can reduce it, using p, and in so 

doing we will not introduce any elements not in B2 for some Z. ) 

Then, since hE GI' 
, this product is unique up to the syllable shuffling 

determined by r and p. Since the product is unique in Gr it is certainly 

unique in Hr. Thus H has subgroups B1, B2, 
... , 

Bn, such that 

Vi, j such that ijB, n Bj C A2 nA j= 1 

and every element of Hr can be written uniquely as a reduced product 

which is unique up to syllable shuffling determined by I' and 0. Thus, by 

Proposition 3.30, H is the graph product of B1, B2 
i .... 

Bn, given by r and 

0. 

In the following we generalise a result for direct products: 

0 

PROPOSITION 3.32. Let GIP be a graph product of A1, A2, 
-.., 

A,,. Let 

aE AT 
, 

for some i, and let gE GIP, such that 

9= 9192 ... g,. , where 91,92 1 ... , g,. 

is a reduced sequence. Then 

gag-1 E At gj E A2 or [g,, a] =1 Vj = 1,2,... r. 

In particular, if Vj = 1,2, ... r 
[gj, a] 1 and gj ý A, then 

(9A. -9-1) n Ai = 1. 

PROOF: (Assume that a 54 1 for a=1= [g,, a] =1 Vgl. ) 
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We proceed by induction on r. 

If r=0, the result is trivial. Suppose r>0. 

Assume inductively that the result is true Vg, Va with )(g) < r. Con- 

sider g= 9192 ... g,.. Now gag-1 E Ai 
, thus 

A(9192 
... 9rd9r 1 

... 92 lg1 1) = 1. 

Suppose dgl such that [gi 
, gj+l] _ [9j 

, 9j+21 ="""= [gj, gr] =1 we have 

gj ý Al and [gj, a] 1, (including j=r, of course). Then 

P(9a9-1) 

- PC91,92ý... ý9r, a, 9r 1 
i... 192 

1191 1ý 

= P(P(9i, 92,... 79T, a), 9r 1,... 
792 

1 
, 91 1) by (d). 

Now p(g1,92, """, 9r) = 91,92, """, gr " 
Since gj ý Aj and since [g, -, a] =1 

we have, from the definition of p: 

P(9i, 92) ... ' 9r, a) = 91,92, ... ' 9r, a. 

Similarly 

P(91,92) ... ' 9r, a, gr 1ý = 911921 .... 9r, a, gr 1 

P(91,92 ý ... 7 9r, a, gr 17... 
1 92 

1ý 
= 91,92, ... 19r, d, 9r 11 

... 192 
1 

-1- P(91,,... 19r, a, 9r 1) 
... 192 1 91 1) 

= 911921... ' 9r, a, 9r 17 
... )92 

17 91 1. 

, ..., g2 1, gi 1) = 2r + This gives a contradiction since i\(gl, g2, ... 7 g,., a, gr 1 

1, by Corollary 3.13,1 since r 0. 
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Thus 3gj which shuffles to the end of g such that gj E Ai or [gj, a] = 1. 

We can relabel so that g, has this property. So 

9192... 9ragr ... 92 91 = 9192... gr-i agr-i ... 92 191 1 

where a=a if [gr, a] =1 and a= gragr 1 if g,. E At. 

In either case, äE Aj, so, by the induction hypothesis, 

Vi = 1,2, ... ,r-1, gj E AZ 
, or [gj 

, ä] = 1. 

Let gj be such that gj ý Ai. Let gj E Ak. Then we have 

[gj, a] =1 [Ak, A=] E relators of Gr [gj, a] = 1. 

Hence dj = 1,2... r, [gj, a] =1 or gj E A, 

Hence result by induction. Q 

COROLLARY 3.33. Let GF, g, a be as in Proposition 3.32. Then 

ga = ag = [gj, a] =1 dgl, j=1,2, 
... r. 

PROOF: ga = ag = gag-' =aE At. Thus by Proposition 3.32 [g, -, a] =1 

or gj E Ai Vj = 1,2, ... r. If [g,, a] =1 Vj = 1,2, ... r then we are 

finished. So, suppose 3j such that [gj, a] 1, and choose the greatest such 

j. So gj E A= . Then 

gag-1 = 9192 ... gj ... 9ragr 1 
... gj ... 92 1gl 

= 9192... gßage 1 
... g2 lg1 1. 

We make the following claim: 
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CLAIM. Vk=1,2, 
... -1; [9k, gi ]* =1= [9k, a] 

PROOF: Suppose not. Choose k maximal such that [gk, gj'] 1 or [gk, a] 

1. If gk E Ai 
, then 

9= 9192... gk ... gj ... gT-i gr 

= 9192... gk-i(9k9j)9k+i ... gr-19r since 9k7 gj E A. 

But this is a contradiction, since gl, 92 , ... , gr is a reduced sequence. So 

gk 0 Ai, but by Proposition 3.32 [gk, a] = 1. Thus, if gk E A1, then 

[Al, Ai] E relators of Gr. But then [gj, gi] =1= [gig, a], since gj E Aj. 

This is again a contradiction and hence the claim is true. 0 

By the claim, gag-1 = gjagj 1=a= [gj, a] = 1. We have a contradic- 

tion, hence the result of the corollary holds. 0 

THEOREM 3.34 THE CENTRES THEOREM FOR GRAPH PRODUCTS. Let 

GT be a graph product. Then Gr has non trivial centre GI' is a di- 

rect product of truncated subgroups, at least one of which has non trivial 

centre. 

PROOF: (ý) Obvious, since the centre of Gr is the direct product of the 

centres of its factor groups. 

(=*) Suppose GIP is a graph product of the groups A1, A2, 
... , 

An 
, 

and not a direct product. Suppose GIS has non trivial centre containing 

the element g 1. Let a be a generator of one of the generating groups of 

Gr. Then ga = ag, thus by Corollary 3.33, [gj, a] =1 or gj E At-. 

Since this is true V such a, and g is non trivial, GI' is a direct product 
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of the smallest truncated subgroup. containing the centre, with the corre- 

sponding graph product of the remaining generating groups. Hence the 

result is shown. 11 
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CHAPTER 4 SUBGROUP AND ISOMORPHISM THEOREMS 

OF GRAPH PRODUCTS 

In this chapter we wish to determine what we can say about the underly- 

ing graphs and generating groups when two graph products are isomorphic. 

It is clearly false that such an isomorphism implies isomorphisms of the 

graphs and generating groups in general. However, it is not so obvious 

whether the result will hold if we insist that none of the generating groups 

can be written as a graph product. 

We make the following definition: 

Definition 4.1 

Let G be a group such that V graph products Hr, G0 HIP. We say 

that G is graphologically indecomposable. 

Clearly free and direct indecomposability are necessary conditions for 

graphological indecomposability. In the following example we will show 

that they are not sufficient. 

Example 4.2 

The graph group GL3 
7 

is a graph product of four copies of Z, and we will show it is freely and 

directly indecomposable. Suppose the generators of the copies of Z are 
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a, b, c, d and we have [a, b] = [b, c] = [c, d] = 1. Then if GL3 -X*Y, by 

a result, [19], on commuting elements in a free product, we have reduced 

forms 
a=wilawl 

b=w11bw1, 

where a, b are either in the same free factor, or are powers of the same 

element. Similarly we have 

b= w2 
1 bw2 

C= w2 
1 

cwt 

C= w3 
1 

cW3 

d -W3 
1 dw3 

where b, c, and c, d are as a, b above. Suppose, without loss of generality 

that ä, bEX, then cEX, or c is a power of the same element as b, which, 

by a simple length argument cEX also. Similarly dEX. Therefore 

X- GL3 . But 

GL3 x 
[GL3, GL3) [X, X] 

= the free abelian group of rank 4. Thus Y= (1) 
. 

Thus ä, b are not both in X or both in Y. Similarly b, c and c, d. Thus 

we have 

a=wi1x«wi b= wl 1 xawl, 

b= w2 
1 

yyw2 

C= w3 
1zEw3 

-1 b 
c=W y W2, 

d= w3 
lz77 

w3, 

for some x, y, zE GL3. Now 0= bb and If = aQ therefore 0« = bb« = 
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a06. Thus 

1 aßb 1 ba7 
wl wl = w2 y w2, 

but (a, c) is a free group, so wl = w2 . 
Similarly w2 = w3 . 

Also, xQ = y1', and similarly y and z are powers of the same element, 

therefore GL3 - 7l 
, which is clearly false. Thus GL3 is not a non-trivial 

free product. 

Now, suppose GL3-NxM. Then a=nama, b=nbmb, c=ncmc, 

d= ndmd for some na, nb, n, nd E N, ma, mb, mc, and EM. Now (a, c) 

F2 
, and 

(nama, ncmc) 9 (na, nc) x (ma, mc) . 

Thus, without loss of generality, 

(Hama, ncmc) 9 (na 
l nc). 

Therefore ma, = m, =1 and a, cEN. Similarly b, dEN or M. Suppose 

bEN. Then dEN since [b, d] 1. Therefore GCN, and M= (1) 
. 

If instead bEM, then dýM since [a, d] 1, and d0N as [b, d] 1, 

which gives a contradiction. So GL3 is a graph product and is also freely 

and directly indecomposable. 

We present some examples of graphologically indecomposable groups. 

Example 4.3 

(i) Simple groups are graphologically indecomposable since the normal 
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closure of a generating group is a non-trivial normal subgroup of a graph 

product. 

(ii) Periodic groups are graphologically indecomposable , #ý they are di- 

rectly indecomposable, by Corollary 3.27. 

(iii) Finitely generated abelian groups are graphologically indecomposable 

they are primary or infinite cyclic, since finitely generated abelian groups 

are direct products of cycles. 

(iv) Groups with non-trivial centre are graphologically indecomposable 

they are directly indecomposable, by Theorem 3.28. 

We may now try to rephrase our conjecture. The following seems rea- 

sonable: Decompositions of groups into graph products of graphologically 

indecomposable groups are essentially unique. 

Unfortunately even this is false: there is a counter example due to 

Kurosh, [17]. 

Counter Example 4.4 

In [17] it is shown that 

/\ A=\ai, a2; a 
21 

=a 
22/ý 

B= (b1, b2; b 31= 
U2/, 

(c1,2 23 3\ C 
(Cl C2 i C3 i C4. i Cl = C2 = C3 = C4 / 

D=(d) 

are directly indecomposable, and that G-AxB-CxD, where 

AC or D, and B 0- C or D. It is also shown that A, B, C, D 
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each have non-trivial centre. Thus, by Example 4.3 (iv), A, B, C, D are 

graphologically indecomposable . 
So G has two distinct representations as 

a graph product of graphologically indecomposable groups. 

We can, however, obtain a result of the desired kind, in some special 

cases. In Theorem 2.6 we noted that Droms proved that decompositions of 

a group into graph products of infinite cycles are essentially unique. It is 

therefore natural to look next, at the case of finite cycles. Clearly we may 

have distinct decompositions if non-prime cycles are permitted for C6 

C3 x C2 
, and so on, so we restrict our consideration to prime cycles. 

We first require some preliminaries: 

LEMMA 4.5. Let GIP be a graph product and Ha subgroup of Cl' of finite 

order. Then H is a subgroup of a conjugate of a direct truncated subgroup 

of Gr. 

PROOF: If GI' is a free product then the result follows easily by an induc- 

tion argument, since H must be a subgroup of a conjugate of one of the 

free factors. 

If GI' =MxN, then H is a subgroup of a conjugate of MH x NH, 

where MH, NH are finite subgroups of M, N respectively. By induction 

MH, NH are thus subgroups of conjugates of direct truncated subgroups of 

M, N respectively, and hence the result holds. 

In the general case, when GI' - (X, Y; K) where X=AxK, for some 
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generating group A, H must certainly be a subgroup of a conjugate of X 

or Y, and the result follows easily by induction. 11 

We state the well known: 

THEOREM 4.6 KUROSH SUBGROUP THEOREM. 

Let G II* A= 
, and let H be a subgroup of G. Then H is a free 

T-1,2,... n 

product, H=F* (II* Hj) 
, where F is a free group, and each Hj is the 

intersection of H with a conjugate of some free factor Ai of G. 

In particular then, subgroups of free products are either free groups of 

rank 1, subgroups of the free factors, or non-trivial free products. 

In order to obtain an isomorphism theorem we require the following 

lemma: 

LEMMA 4.7. Let GF be a graph product of the freely indecomposable 

groups A,, A2 ... , 
A,, 

. Then GF is a non-trivial free product r is 

disconnected. 

Also, if I' has connected components I'1, I'2, ... , 
I'3 

, then 

Gr = Grl * Gr2 *". "* Grs, 

where the Gr, are the graph products given by the subgraph }T and the 

corresponding generating groups from Gr, and these GI', are freely inde- 

composable. 

PROOF: First consider the easy case (=) 
. 
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Suppose IF is disconnected, and has connected components I'1, F2, 
... 7 

I`9 
. 

Then clearly from the definition of graph products, the Gri, as defined 

above, are free factors of GI' 
, that is 

Gr - Gr1 * Gr2 *"""* Gr9. 

(==>). Let Gr =B*C, and suppose r is connected. 

Suppose [Aa, Ab] E RGr. Then, by theorem 4.6, the group (Aa, Ab) 

Aa, x Ab is a free product 

Z*Z*... *Z*II*{ }. 

conjugates of 
subgroups of B, C 

Now, Aa, x Ab is freely indecomposable and not cyclic, hence 

Aa x Ab C g-1Bg, 

say. In particular, Aa, Ab C g-1 Bg 
. 

Let Ai, Aj be given. Then since r is connected, 3a path in r from 

the vertex corresponding to Ai to that corresponding to Aj. That is, 3a 

sequence 

A2 = A(o), A(, ),..., A(t-, ), A(t) = Aj 

such that [A3, A9+1 ]=1 for s=0,1, ... ,t-1. 
Suppose, without loss of 

generality, that A9 C g-1 Bg . 
Let a3 E A3, a, 9+1 E A9+1 be given. Then 

3b3 EB such that a, = g-1 b99 

Now a9, a,, +1 commute in B*C, so by the result form [19] mentioned 
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earlier 
a9 = h-1ä3h 

a3+1 = h-la lh 

such that a3, a9+1 are in the same free factor or are powers of the same 

element. If a3, a9+1 are in the same free factor then we can choose h=g 

and we have a3+1 = g-' b, +, g, for some b, 3+1 E B. If as, a3+l are powers 

of the same element, then by a length argument this element must be in B7 

b say. Thus we can take h=g, and a,, +l = g-1 bs+l g for some bs+l E B. 

So by induction on t, and since A;, Aj were arbitrary, 

Al, A2,..., An C 9-1B9. 

Thus GF C g-1 Bg and C= (1). This is a contradiction, so r is discon- 

nected. 

Therefore we see that graph products of freely indecomposable groups 

given by connected graphs are freely indecomposable. Clearly then, if I' 

has connected components F1, r2, ... , 
I. then 

Gr - Gr1 * Gr2 *. ""* Grs, 

where the GF, are freely indecomposable. Q 

We state the following result from [18]: 

THEOREM 4.8 ISOMORPHISM THEOREM FOR FREE PRODUCTS. 

Let G. A1*A2*"""*A,,, -B1*B2* ... 
B, 

where At, Bj are finitely generated non-trivial freely indecomposable 
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groups, for i=1,2,..., n :j=1,2,..., m. Then n=m and 3a 

permutation 0 of {1,2, 
... , n} such that Ai = BO(t) for i=1,2, 

... , n. 

That is, free decompositions of finitely many freely indecomposable groups 

are unique up to isomorphisms of free factors. 

We generalise this result to graph products for the following special case: 

THEOREM 4.9. Let GI' be the graph product of the distinct, non isomor- 

phic prime cycles P1, P2, - - -, P, 
, given by the graph IF and the group ver- 

tex assignment 0. Let HO be a graph product of the prime cyclic groups 

A,, A2,.... Am. Then GI' - HA = 

(iý n=m, 

(ii) r=ý, 
(iii) we can relabel the A such that the same group vertex applies. 

That is, groups at corresponding vertices are isomorphic under some iso- 

morphism of the graphs. 

PROOF: Let the group P2 be the group generated by an element gi of 

order pt for i=1,2, ... , n. Now HH-GG= the direct product of the 

generating groups, that is, a cycle of order . v1P2 ... p,,. Thus n= rn and the 

generating groups of HO are of orders p1, p2, ... , pn , that is, precisely the 

same prime cycles appear as generating groups in HO as in Gr. We can 

relabel them so that Pi - Ai for i=1,2,. .., n. For each gi 3hi c HA 

corresponding to g= under some given isomorphism. So h= has order pi 

and by the torsion theorem for graph products hi Ea conjugate of a direct 
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truncated subgroup. Thus h= = c= lzic= for ci E H0, of minimal length, 

and zi a generator of A2 
, 

for i=1,2, 
... , n. 

Suppose r is connected. 

Now a relator appears in GI' #: ý the corresponding relator appears in 

HIP. Thus 

[gi, 9j} = 1Gr' [cz lz=cj, cI lzjcj] = lxo 

-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 = 1. C1 ziCiCj zj-CjCi zi CjCI - Zj Cj 

We wish to show that [zz, zj] = 1. If ci = c, the result is obvious, so 

suppose not. 

We have two cases: 

Case 1 cJ. = dc=, in reduced form. 

Case 2 For all reduced words v, w such that cj has reduced form cj = 

vw, w ci. 

Firstly consider case 1. There are three subcases: 

Subcase Ad=f zi is a reduced form of d, for some f; 

Subcase Bd= fz is a reduced from of d, for some f, where zE P2; 

Subcase C No syllable which can commute to the end of d is in the 

same generating group as z, -. 

In subcase A 
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Ici 1 
zic , Cj 

1 
zjcj] 

= C= 
1zjcic 1 

zýCýC= 
1z 1C=c 1z 1ci 

= z=d-lzjdz2 ld-lzb ld 

=1. 

Now d=f zi, and so we have 

f-1 zjz1 1 f-' z3 .1 fzi =1 

and f1 since c, cj. Now cj-1 zjcj is reduced, and therefore f -1 zj-f 

is reduced. f zi is reduced, thus f zz 1 is also reduced, as any syllable com- 

muting to the end of f to cancel or amalgamate with z= 1 would certainly 

amalgamate or cancel with zi. We note that zjz= 1 is reduced. If zi com- 

mutes with zj we have finished, so suppose not. 

Then f -1 zjf z, -' is reduced. Now zi f is reduced, therefore f -' zz 1 is 

reduced. If [zi, f]=1 then 

f-izjf z= 
1 f-lz, 1 fzj = 

,f 
-'zjz lzj lzif 

=1 

= [z=, zj] =1 

which is a contradiction, so zi and f do not commute, and f -1 zjf z, 1f -1 

is reduced. By similar arguments 

f-1 zjfz= 
1 f-1 z, 

1 

and 

f-1 Njfzý 
1 f-1 z, 

1f 
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are both reduced. Finally, f -1 zif zi 1f -1 zj 1f zi is reduced, which gives a 

contradiction since it has length greater than 1. 

Thus [z, -, zj] =1 in this case. 

Now consider subcase B. Again we have 

zid-'zjdz= ld-lzl 'd = 1, 

and d=fz, where z= za , say. Thus 

1-a -i 1 -1 1 oe zz f zjf zi f zý f z= =1 

zi f-1 zj fzz f-ßz71 If =1. 

Again, if [zz, f]=1 then [zi, zj] =1 and we have finished, so suppose 

not. Nov we proceed with a length argument as above and arrive at a 

contradiction. 

In subcase C we repeat the argument of subcase B with f replaced by 

d. 

Case 2 Let the reduced form of cicj-1 be u; we know that u contains 

syllables from c.. We have 

ei 
1zicic 1zjcjc 1z= 1cic 1Zj 1Cj 

= 

ci zi u zju z1 uzt cý = 1. 

Now, if u commutes with z1 or zj --the proof is complete, so suppose not. 

Now c= 'z, is reduced since c= l z=c= is reduced. We can proceed as in case 

1, replacing d by u, and considering the three possible subcases. The 

arguments are identical. 
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Thus the graphs are isomorphic and the same group vertex assignment 

applies. 

Now consider the case when r is disconnected. Let r have connected 

components F1, F2, 
... , 

r.. By Lemma 4.7 

Gr - Gr1 * Gr2 * ... * Grs, 

where each GI's is freely indecomposable, and by Theorem 4.8, since s 

1, HO is a non-trivial free product of the freely indecomposable groups 

Kl, K2, 
... , 

K3, where Ki = Gri for i =l 12, ... ,s. 

Now, by Lemma 4.7 0 must have connected components 01,02, 
... , 

As 

such that 

HA -H01*H02*... *HA, 

where H02 = Ki - GI'i, for i=1,2, ... ,s, 
by Theorem 4.8. Now apply 

the argument for I' connected to each r= 
, and hence result. Q 

Note 4.10 

Recall Example 3.4. We see that it is not sufficient for the graphs to 

be isomorphic and the generating groups to be isomorphic in pairs, but an 

isomorphism of the graphs must take generating groups to their isomorphic 

copies. At the other extreme we may consider graph products of isomorphic 

prime cycles. 

LEMMA 4.11. Let Gr be a graph product of n generating groups each 

isomorphic to the prime cycle P of order p. Let HO be a graph product 
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of m generating groups each isomorphic to the prime cycle P of order P. 

Then GI' = H0 = 

(i) n=m, 

r=o. (ii) 

PROOF: Now m=n since 

H=G 
=PxPx"""xP. [H, H] [G, G] 

n times 

Suppose I' is connected. Label the generating groups of Gr, A1, A2 
, ... i 

An 
, 

and of H0, B1, B2, ... , 
Bn 

. 
We can relabel the Bj so that, as in Theorem 

4.9, Ai -f c= 1B2ci 
, under some isomorphism from Gr to HA. Suppose 

Al and A2 commute (relabelling if necessary). For an isomorphism 0 we 

have 

0(al) = cl 1 p1c1, O(a2) = c2 IP2c2, 

where Pl P2, since the group generated by Al and A2 in GI' is certainly 

not isomorphic to a cylic group. We assume that the forms given are reduced 

as any part of a ci which commutes through pi can be cancelled and a 

relabelling take place. We also have [a1, a2]= 1 and we want to show that 

Pl and P2 commute. Now 

= 1. [C1 1 
PlCl, C2 

1 
P2 C21 

If c1 = c2 the result is obvious, so suppose not. 

We have two cases: 

Case 1 c2 = dcl, in reduced form. 
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Case 2 For all reduced words v, w such that c2 has reduced form c2 = 

vw 7w c1 . 

We proceed as in the proof of Lemma 4.11, and see that 

[ai, a2]=1'ý* [c1, c2]=1. 

So I'-0. 

Now suppose r is not connected, but has connected components 

I'1, I'2, 
... , 

r,. Then, as in Theorem 4.9 we can apply Lemma 4.7 and 

Theorem 4.8 and use the connected case. 

Thus the result is shown. 0 

We will now generalise Theorem 4.9 to graph products of any prime 

cycles, in the following: 

THEOREM 4.12. Let Gr be the graph product of the prime cycles 

Pl, P2, 
... , 

P, 
, given by the graph IF and the group vertex assignment 0. 

Let HO be a graph product of the prime cyclic groups A1, A2, ... Am . 

Then GF HO = 

(i) n=m, 

(ii) r=ý, 
(iii) we can relabel the A2 such that the same group vertex applies. 

That is, groups at corresponding vertices are isomorphic under some iso- 

morphism of the graphs. 

PROOF: Consider a generating group P of GI' generated by an element 
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g of order p. Consider the truncated subgroup of Gr generated by the 

generating groups of order p. This truncated subgroup is clearly isomorphic 

to its counterpart in HA, thus by Lemma 4.11 the number of generating 

groups involved is equal in the two truncated subgroups and their graphs 

are isomorphic. 

Let Gr have distinct prime generating groups of orders P1, p2, ... )Pt 

with n2 copies of each Pi. Clearly, by the remarks above HD has exactly 

n2 copies of each Pi. 

As in Lemma 4.11 we can assume r is connected, for, if it were not, 

GI' would be the ordinary free product of the graph products given by the 

connected components of IF and we could proceed using Lemma 4.7 and 

Theorem 4.8. 

Under a given isomorphism from Gr to HA, using Lemma 4.11, for 

a prime pi, the n, copies of P are denoted Pil 
, 
P=2 

, ... , 
Pin 

. and map to 

cz 1 Atl ct, c= 'A =2 cý, ... , c= 1 Ain ct where Ail 
, 
Ai2 

7 ... , 
Ai,,, are the n2 copies 

of P among the generating groups of H0. 

Now, consider Pi., Pj6 where ij. 

[Pia, Pj61 = 1Gr 4 {C 1A=a, ci, c7 1,4 ibCjl = 1xo 

4 
{Ata I 

AjdI 
=1 x0 

by an argument identical to that used in Lemma 4.11 Therefore r-A, 

and the generating groups correspond. Q 
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CHAPTER 5 RESIDUAL PROPERTIES OF GRAPH PRODUCTS 

In this chapter we explore the preserving of residual properties by graph 

products. Many such properties are preserved in free products and we seek 

to generalise these results. We first turn our attention to residual finiteness. 

LEMMA 5.1. Let X be a graph product on n groups. Let R be the sub- 

group of X generated by all but one of the generating groups. Then any 

normal subgroup of finite index in R can be extended to a normal subgroup 

of finite index (f. i. ) in X. 

PROOF: We proceed by induction on n. 

For n=2, we have two possible cases: 

Case l X=(A, B; )=A*B. 

If N4A, then factoring out B and N gives the homomorphic image 
Li. 

N of X, which is finite. So, N can be extended since (ker: X -* 
4)flA = 

N. 

Case 2X =(A, B; [A, B])=AxB. 

If NaA then NxB will do. 

Suppose inductively that extension is possible in graph products of 

n-1 generating groups. Let X be a graph product of n groups. Let R 

be a subgroup as described above, let A be the omitted generator group, 

and N<R be the given normal subgroup. If A commutes with all of the 

other generator groups then X=RxA, so N extends to NxA. 
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Suppose then, 3B among the generator groups such that A does not 

commute with B. 

x 
R Al 

öýRýö 
N' 

(The above picture is merely an illustration, as a normal subgroup of 

finite index in R would, in general, intersect with B, and similarly for A 

in A'. ) 

So X-R* A', that is the generalised free product of R with A' 
R' 

amalgamating R', where A' is the subgroup of X generated by all the 

generator groups but B, and R' =Rn A' 
. 

Let N'= NnR', so N' a R'. 

Thus by induction hypothesis, N' extends to a normal subgroup of finite 

index in A'. So X maps homomorphically onto a generalised free product 

of finite groups which is residually finite. So, N infact extends to a normal 

subgroup of finite index in X. 

Hence result by induction. 

Definition 5.2 

0 

Let Gr be a graph product of groups. Let H be given such that H is 
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generated by certain of the generating groups of GI'. We call Ha truncated 

subgroup of Gr. Let gE Gr be given such that gýH. If for all such 

H, g3a finite homomorphic image Gr of Gr such that gVH we say 

that Gr is truncated subgroup separable. 

Clearly this is a property akin to LERFness. 

THEOREM 5.3. Graph products of residually finite groups are truncated 

subgroup separable. 

PROOF: Let G be a graph product of the residually finite groups 

A1, A2, 
... 

An. Let K be a given truncated subgroup and gE G\K, a 

given element. Let A, = A, say, be one of the generating groups not con- 

tained in K. Let H denote the truncated subgroup of G containing all 

generating groups which commute with A, and let Y denote the truncated 

subgroup of G containing all generating groups but A. 

With X=AxH, as usual we have a generalised representation for G, 

given by 

G= (X, Y; H) . 

If H=Y, then G=AxH andthus g=ah, for aEA, hEH. If a=1, 

we obtain the result by the subgroup separability of H and induction. If 

a 1, we factor out HG and use the residual finiteness of A. 

If H= (1), or if G is a non-trivial generalised free product proceed as 

follows: 

(K may be trivial, the whole of Y, or in between). 
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Now g has generalised free product normal form, 

g= (al)cla2c2 
... a,. (c,. ), 

where we can suppose ci ýH Vi, unless gEXX. 

In the case when Ig <1 we have either gEX \Y or gEY. If 

gEY the result is immediate, since Y is truncated subgroup separable by 

induction. If gEX \Y then g= ah, 1aEA, hEH. We factor out yG 

and use the residual finiteness of A. Now it remains to consider the case 

when (g I >2. 

By induction, Y is truncated subgroup separable. Using the truncated 

subgroup H we find a finite homomorphic image Y of Y such that 

cl ý H, c2 ý H, 
... 

(Cr ý H). 

Similarly, there exists a finite homomorphic image A of A such that 

(ä1 1), ä2 1, ... är 1. 

Now we pass to 

0=ýxH, Y; H) 
, 

which is a generalised free product of finite groups and therefore residually 

finite. Now Iý CY, and g has preserved its generalised free product length, 

gK. thus 

Then there exists a finite homomrphic image G of G in which g0K. 

0 
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As an immediate corollary we have: 

COROLLARY 5.4. Graph products of residually finite groups are redisually 

finite. 

We cannot extend this result to LERF because, as we saw in Counter 

Example 2.13 F2 x F2 is not LERF, and F2 is LERF since it is free. 

However, we can extend our results in the direction of residual finite 

p-ness. We first require another definition. 

Definition 5.5 

Let GI' be a graph product of groups. Let H be a truncated subgroup 

of Gr. 
. 

Let gE GI' be given such that gýH. If for all such H, g3a 

finite- p group, homomorphic image Gr of Gr such that g0H we say 

that GI' is truncated subgroup p -separable. 

THEOREM 5.6. Graph products of residually finite-p groups are truncated 

subgroup p -separable. 

PROOF: We follow the proof of Theorem 5.3 until we pass to 

G= (AxH; Y), 

which, in this case is a generalised free product of finite-p groups. Now 

AxY is finite p, thus G is free by finite-p, and hence residually finite-p, 

by [13]. 

The proof concludes in the same way as the proof of theorem 5.3.0 
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From Theorem 5.6 we know that graph groups are truncated subgroup 

p -separable, and thus residually finite-p. This is a direct proof of Corollary 

2.10, as was promised. 

We now turn our attention to potency. We will generalise Theorem 2.17 

in the setting of graph products. 

It is not known whether the free product of two potent groups is again 

potent but a result can be obtained if we include the additional property of 

torsion freeness. We will therefore use this property for our case. 

LEMMA 5.7. Direct products of torsion free potent groups are potent. 

PROOF: Let A, B be torsion free potent, and G=AxB. Let gEG, 

gl and nEZ be given. We can write g=ab, aEA, bEB. 

If a=1 we use the fact that B is potent. 

If a 1, we factor out B and use the fact that A is potent. 11 

We state without proof the following result from [1]: 

LEMMA 5.8. Free products of torsion free potent groups are (torsion free) 

potent. 

LEMMA 5.9. Let G be the generalised free product of the groups X and 

Y amalgamating the subgroup B such that X=AxB, for some subgroup 

A. Let gEG be an element of length >2 in the sense of generalised free 

products. If 

g= (amyl a2y2 ... ar(yr) where (al )a2 
... ar =1= Y1 y2 ... yr-i (yr)" 
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then gE [A, Y] . 

PROOF: Since G= gp{A, Y}, [A, Y) a G. If we factor out [A, Y] then 

g --> (äl ä2 ... czryiy2 ... 
(Yr), 

since [A, Y] = 1. Therefore g>1. Thus gE [A, Y]. 11 

From [19], Corollary 4.9.2, we have the following result: 

THEOREM 5.10. Let G be a free product of A, B, C with amalgamation 

from the factor A, that is, all defining relators either involve one type of 

generator, or have the form U(av) = V(bµ) or U(a') = W(c(). Then any 

subgroup H of G whose intersection with the conjugates of A, B and C 

is 1, must be a free group. 

Again from [1] we have: 

THEOREM 5.11. Let G be a group which is a finite extension of a finitely 

generated free subgroup F. Then for each 1zEF and for each n>1 in 

Z13a homomorphism 0 of G onto a finite group such that z9 has order 

exactly n. 

We now proceed to the theorem. 

THEOREM 5.12. Let Gr be a graph product of torsion free potent groups. 

Then GI' is torsion free potent. 

PROOF: Let 1gE GT and nEZ be given. Now, as usual GI' is either 

a direct product, a free product or a generalised free product of certain 
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truncated subgroups. The first two cases are dealt with by Lemmas 5.3 and 

5.4 respectively. 

Let A be a generating group of GI' and H the truncated subgroup of all 

generating groups commuting with A. Let Y, C be the truncated subgroups 

given by all the generating groups excluding A and A, H respectively. Then 

as usual we have G=X*Y, where X=AxH. 
H 

If gEX (respectively Y) we factor out C (respectively A) and proceed 

by induction on the number of generating groups. We have the following 

case remaining: 

g= (ar )yl a2 y2 ... ar(yr), where a2 E A, yj E Y\H, 

and length g>2. 

If al a2 ... a, 1 we factor out Y and use the potency of A. 

If yl y2 ... y,. 1 we factor out A and proceed by induction. Suppose 

a, a2... a, =yly2... yr=1. 

Then by Lemma 5.9 gE [A, Y]. Now, potency = residual finiteness, (take 

n 1), so by Theorem 5.3 X, Y are truncated subgroup separable. 

Therefore 3Ni 4X such that 
f. i. 

and B11ýI2 aY such that 

X 
ai0H in 

Ni, 

Y 
H in 

IvIi 

Now, we can map G naturally onto AxY, and the kernel of this mapping 

is [A, Y-] G 
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By Theorem 5.10 [A, Y] G is free since it intersects neither X nor Y 

and it is certainly finitely generated since A, Y are finite. 

So, since AxY is finite, G is a finite extension of a finitely generated 

free group, and we have the result by Theorem 5.11.0 

In Chapter 3 we showed that a solvable conjugacy problem is preserved 

by graph products. We will attempt to take this a step further and consider 

conjugacy separability in graph products. Joan Dyer [11] has a powerful 

result, namely that free by finite groups are conjugacy separable. It would 

be convenient to employ this in the case of graph products of conjugacy 

separable groups, but we will show that such groups are not free by finite 

in general. We first require the following theorem: 

THEOREM 5.13. Finitely generated free by finite groups are LERF. 

PROOF: Let G be a finitely generated free by finite group with Fa free 

normal subgroup of finite index in G. Let gEG and SCG be given such 

that gýS and S is finitely generated. We want to show the existance of 

a finite homomorphic image 0 of G in which the image of g does not lie 

in the image of S, that is 9 

Now F is of finite index in the finitely generated group G, thus F is 

finitely generated. Suppose gEF. Clearly Fn S is of finite index in S, 

so Fn s is finitely generated. Now g0 Fn sCF, and F is LERF, since 

it is free, so there exists a normal subgroup N, of finite index in F, such 

that g0 N(F fl s) . 
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Let M be the intersection, over the automorphisms 6, of F, of the 

NO. Then M is characteristic in F, which is normal in G, therefore M is 

normal in G G. 

Now, there are only finitely many normal subgroups of a given finite 

index in a finitely generated group. Therefore, there are only finitely many 

NO where 0E Aut F. Thus M is of finite index in G. 

g0 N(Fns) so certainly gý MS. Thus factoring out M we have 

the required finite homomorphic image. 

Now suppose g0F. Let g=af, where 1aEG, fEF. If we 

factor out F and g09 then we have finished, so suppose gES, that is 

g=s fl 
, where 3ES, fl E F, sýF, f1 ý S. 

As above, we choose M, normal of finite index in G, such that f, ý 

M(F n s). If gV SM, we have finished, so suppose gE SM. Then 

s fi = s1m, where sl E S, mEM. Thus fl = s-lslm E (S f1 F)M. This 

is a contradiction and hence the result is shown. 0 

Graph products of finitely generated groups are finitely generated, but 

are not LERF, in general. Thus by the above theorem they are not free 

by finite in general. However, we would still be able to use Dyer's result if 

graph products of finite groups were free by finite. We see in the following 

example that even this is not true. 
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Counter Example 5.14 

Let A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H be non trivial finite groups. We will show 

that the graph product 

GI' = (A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H; [A, C], [A, D], [B, C], [B, D], [E, G], [E, H], 

[F, G], [F, H], [A, E], [A, F], [B, E], [B, F], [C, G], [C, H], [D, G], [D, H]) 

is not free by finite. The graph I' is illustrated below. 

The upper four vertices are assigned the groups A, C, B, D, and the 

corresponding lower four vertices, the groups E, G, F, H, respectively. 

Let 1aEA, 1 54bEB, ..., 1ohEH. 

The element ab is of infinite order in GIS 
, 

by the torsion theorem. Thus 

(ab) - Z. Similarly 

ýab) 
-= 

(cdý =- ýefý 
-= 

(ghý -=Z. 

Now clearly 
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(ab, gh) - (cd, ef) - F2. 

But [ab, cd] = [ab, ef]= [gh, cd] = [gh, ef]=1, thus 

(ab, cd, ef, gh) - F2 x F2 C Gr. 

Now, subgroups of LERF groups are LERF, as is easily seen from the defi- 

nition, but F2 x F2 is not LERF (Counter Example 2.13), therefore GI' is 

not LERF. However, Gr is finitely generated, so GF is not free by finite. 

We have two obvious methods to use in attempting a conjugacy sepa- 

rability result for graph products of conjugacy separable groups. We can 

regard graph products as free products with a certain amount of commuting, 

or as generalised free products of a rather special type. 

In the first case we might elect to follow Stebe's work in proving that 

free products of conjugacy separable groups are conjugacy separable in [28]. 

Here he maps down to free products of finite groups and then uses their 

free-by-finiteness. Graph products of finite groups are not free by finite, so, 

were we to follow Stebe's arguments, we would, at this point, have to revert 

to our second approach, and regard the graph product of finite groups as a 

generalised free product. However, this leads to further difficulty as I will 

demonstrate. 

Let A1, A2, ... 
An be finite groups and Gr a graph product of the A, 's. 

Let a, bE Gr be given such that a b. We can find g, hE Gr, such that 

g, h are proper cyclically reduced and g'a, h-b. So g h. 
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Suppose A(g) = A(h) = 1. Then gE At, 

{1,2,..., n}. 

hE Aj for some i, jE 

If i=j, we can map GI' naturally onto At, and A2 is finite with gh 

ä»b. 

If i j, then either Ai x Aj or Ai * Aj is a truncated subgroup of GIP. It 

is easy to see that truncated subgroups of graph products are homomorphic 

images of the graph product concerned. Thus we can map GI' to (A=, Aj). 

If (A2, Aj) = Ai x Aj we are finished as this group is finite and 9 

hýäýb. 

If (A;, Aj) = As * Aj we have g h. Now, free products of finitely 

many finite groups are conjugacy separable by Lemma 4 in [28], and hence 

we have the result. 

So, suppose, without loss of generality, that A(g) > 1. 

Consider A= for some i. 

If Ai is a direct factor of Gr we have the result by induction on the number 

of generating groups, since the direct product of two conjugacy separable 

groups is again conjugacy separable by Lemma 2.14. 

If Ai is a free factor of Gr we have the result by induction on the number 

of generating groups, since the free product of two finite groups is again 

conjugacy separable by Lemma 4 in [28]. 

So, suppose neither of the above is the case. As usual we have a gen- 

eralised free product representation. Denote the truncated subgroup given 
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by those generating groups, other than Aj, commuting with Ai as B, and 

the truncated subgroup given by those generating groups, other than A, 
, 

not commutimg with Ai as C. We note that B and C are non-trivial. 

Denote the truncated subgroup given by Ai and B, B and C, respectively 

as X, Y. 

Thus GI' =X*Y with X= Ai x B. We can assume that g, h are B 

cyclically reduced in the sense of generalised free products by Theorem 2.6 

in [18]. We have several possibilities for g, h. They may be contained in: 

X\B, Y\B, B, Grp{x U Y}. 

Without loss of generality we have the following cases for g, h: 

Case1 gEX\B, hEX\B. 

Case 2 gEX\B, hEY\B. 

Case3 gEX\B, hEB. 

Case 4 gEY\B, hEY\B. 

Case5 gEY\B, hEB. 

Case6 gEB, hEB. 

Case 7gE GIS\{X U Y}. That is, g has generalised free product 

reduced normal form c1 c2 ... Cr , where r>2. 

We may proceed in our attempted proof of the conjugacy separability of 

Gr, by induction on n. 

If n=1 the result is trivial. 
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If n=2,3 we have two cases, GIP is either a free or a direct product and 

we have covered these possibilities above. 

Suppose then that n>4, and suppose inductively that graph products 

with fewer that n finite generating groups are conjugacy separable. 

To deal with Cases 1,3,4,5,6 we factor out 

cGI' CGI' Ai AG" 

and map Gr onto X, X, Y, Y, 

(At; C) GIP 
, respectively, 

and B respectively. The forms of 

g, h are preserved, and gh, so we complete the proof using induction. 

For Case 2 we have gEX \B 
. 

Thus g= ab where 1aE Ai 
7bEB 

and h=yE Y\B. As above we factor out YGT' and map Gr naturally 

onto Ai. Clearly g=a1, and h=1. Thus g and since A2 is 

finite we are finished. 

Finally we have Case 7. Let µ(x) denote the length of an element in 

terms of reduced form for generalised free products. 

This is where the argument becomes inadequate. In [19] we have the 

following: 

THEOREM 5.15. Let P= (A * B; H), and let xEP be of minimal length 

in its conjugacy class. Suppose yEP, y is cyclically reduced, and y -p x. 

(1) If µ(x) = 0, then µ(y) <1 and if yEA, say, there is a sequence 

hi, h2, ... , 
hr of elements in H such that y -, A hl 'B h2 'A """ 

h,. =X. 
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(2ý If µ(x) = 1, then µ(y) =1 and either xEA, yEA and X 'A y 

orelsexEB, yEB arid x--'By. 

(3} If µ(x) > 2, then y(y) = µ(x) and y «H x*, where x* is a cyclic 

permutation of x. 

In [12] Dyer comments that any cyclically reduced element of P is of 

minimal length in its conjugacy class except for elements of length one that 

are conjugate to elements in H. For such elements we have: 

aE A\H and {a}A nH0 

or aEB\H and {a}AnHý4 ¢ 

She also observes that if x= u1 u2 ... uk and y= v1 v2 ... vk , where both 

products are alternating, then x 'H y if and only if there exists a finite 

sequence ho, h1, h2, 
... , 

hk of elements in H such that 

u1 = ho lv1 hi 

U2 = hl 1 
v2 h2 

U3 = h2 1V3 h3 

Uk = hk 11vkhk 

and 

hk=hp, 

for these conditions are equivalent to x= ho 1 yho with ho EHH. 
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In our case, with 

9= (ai)yla2y2... ar(yr) 

h= (al)zla2z2 
... ae,. (z,. ) 

with at, ai EA and yi, z= E Y\B, these conditions become 

ai=a1 i=1,2,..., r. 

yi = bo 1 zi b1 

Y2 = bl 1 
z2 b2 

Y3 = b2 1 
Z3 b3 

Yr = br ll 
Zrbr 

and 

br = bo, 

where b= EB for i=0,1, 
... , r. 

Dyer goes on to show 

THEOREM 5.16. If A and B are conjugacy separable and H is finite, then 

(A * B; H) is conjugacy separable 

The proof uses the easy fact that, in a conjugacy separable group any 

finite subgroup can be separated from any (disjoint) conjugacy class by a 

map onto a finite group. It need not be the case that conjugacy classes and 

arbitrary subgroups are separable, and this provides an obstruction to the 

conjugacy separability of free products with amalgamation. 

Again in [12] Dyer shows: 
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LEMMA 5.17. Suppose G contains a subgroup H and an element x such 

that {x}G and H are disjoint, but are not separated by any homomorphism 

of G with finite image. Then (G * G; H) is not conjugacy separable. 

She goes on to say that Miller, [21], by constructing HNN extensions 

which may be embedded in amalgamated free products in the usual way, 

has provided examples of residually finite, finitely presented groups with un- 

solvable conjugacy problem. Thus the class P of amalgamated free products 

contains residually finite groups that are not conjugacy separable. 

Although Dyer proves that generalised free products of finitely generated 

nilpotent groups amalgamating a cycle, and generalised free products of free 

groups amalgamating a cycle are conjugacy separable, nothing positive is 

known when the amalgam is neither finite nor cyclic, which is the case, 

in general, in graph products. However, we recall special assembly graph 

groups (Lemma 2.5), and make the following definition: 

Definition 5.18 

Let GI' be a graph product of groups where IF has no full subgraph of 

either of the forms L3 or C4 
. We call GF a special assembly graph product. 

GF is clearly a free product of direct products of free products, and so 

on, of its generating groups. 

PROPOSITION 5.19. Special assembly graph products of conjugacy separa- 

ble groups are conjugacy separable. 
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PROOF: By induction on the number of generating groups, using Lemma 

2.14, and the fact that free products of conjugacy separable groups are 

conjugacy separable, Stebe, [28]. 0 

We can obtain a similar result for another class of graph products and 

first require the following lemma. 

LEMMA 5.20. Let Gr be a graph product of the residually finite groups 

Ai, A2, ... , 
A7 . Let gE GF be a proper cyclically reduced element which 

does not belong to a direct truncated subgroup of Gr. Then for all hE GF 

there are finite homomorphic images Ä1, A2, ... , 
An of A1, A2, 

... , 
An such 

that g-h in Gr gNh in Gr. 

PROOF: Let g= g1 g2 ... g,. ,r>1 
be a reduced form for g. Let hE GF, 

with reduced form h= hl h2 
... 

hs, s>1, be given, such that gh in 

Gr. 

(We note that if s=0, that is h=1, we have the result since graph 

products of residually finite groups are residually finite, by Theorem 5.4. ) 

Consider the syllables of g, h, respectively, which belong to the gener- 

ating group Al 
, and denote them: 

9i1I9i2,..., 9iu and hj1, hi2,..., hj 

Since Al is residually finite, 3 normal subgroups, Mtk of finite index in 

Al such that gik 01 mod M=k for i=1,2, ... , u. Similarly 3Pj, Al 
f. ý. 

such that hj, 01 mod PJ, for j=1,2, ... , v. Also aNk, < Al such f.;. 
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that 

Nk, = A1, if gi, E =hk, ; 
9tk h,, mod Nkr, if g=,, h3, 

for k=1,2,..., u, 1=1,2,..., v. 

Let Nl = n{Mik, Pj�Nk, }. 

Similarly we define N2, N3 ... N,,, 
, normal subgroups of finite index in 

A2, A3, 
.... An 

, respectively. 

We can factor out the N1, N2, ... , 
Nn 

, thus mapping GI' to Gr, where 

GF is the graph product of A1, A2, 
... , 

A, z , given the same graph and group 

vertex assignment as GI', where Ai =N for i=1,2, 
... , n. 

In GI', 9= 9192 """ 9r 

h= hl h2 ... 
h9 

Suppose g-h in GI' 
. Then by Definition 3.22 

g cycle =E h cycle 

=g cycle =E h cycle, 

=: ý. g -h 

This is a contradiction, thus g h. 

(-1, a=1,2,..., r) 

(hb 1, a=1,2, ... , s. ) 

by choice of the Ni, 

in Gr. 

0 

Lemma 5.20 can easily be extended to all gE Gr if we allow the gen- 

erating groups to be conjugacy separable. We recall the definitions of trees 

and forests and make the following definition. 
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Definition 5.21 

Let I' be a forest(tree). Then we call a graph product GI' a forest(tree) 

graph product. 

We now have 

THEOREM 5.22. Tree graph products of conjugacy separable groups are 

conjugacy separable. 

PROOF: Let GF be a tree graph product of the conjugacy separable groups 

A1, A2, 
.... 

An A. If n=1,2 the result is trivial. If n>37 GI' can have no 

direct truncated subgroup containing more than 2 generating groups. Let 

g, hE GF be given such that gch. 

If A(g) <2 we have two cases. If g, h belong to the same direct trun- 

cated subgroup, H, of GI', we can map GI' onto H and use the conjugacy 

separability of H (Lemma 2.14). If g, h do not belong to the same direct 

truncated subgroup we may map GI' onto a graph product of finite images 

of the generating groups, as in Lemma 5.20, such that 9 

If A(g) >3 we can apply Lemma 5.20 to g. We can now assume that 

the generating groups are finite. Without loss of generality suppose Al is 

assigned to the base of the tree. We have two cases: 

Case 1 Al commutes with only one other generating group. 

Case 2 Al commutes with more than one other generating group. 

We proceed by induction on n. We first deal with case 1. Suppose the 
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generating group commuting with Al is Aj. Then 

Gr= ß(A1 x Aj)*X; Aj) 

where X is the truncated subgroup of Gr given by A2, A3, 
... )An 

A. \ ow 

Al x Aj is finite and X is a tree graph products of n-1 conjugacy separable 

groups, so GI' is the generalised free product of two conjugacy separable 

groups with finite amalgamation, and therefore conjugacy separable, by 

Theorem 5.16. 

Now we look at case 2. Suppose Al commutes with AJ1, Aj2. 
.. �A. 7, 1 

and these groups are assigned to vertices vi� vj2, ... , vik , respectively. 

Let I'1 denote the maximal subtree of r containing vgl but excluding 

v32... 77 vik . 
Let r2 denote the maximal subtree of r containing vj2 , ... 7 vj, 

but excluding vg,. Let Gr1 and GI'2 denote the corresponding truncated 

subgroups of GIP. 

By induction GI', and GI'2 are conjugacy separable, and clearly 

Gr = (Grl * Gr2i Al) , 

and again we have the result by Theorem 5.16 0 

COROLLARY 5.23. Forest graph products of conjugacy separable groups are 

conjugacy separable. 

PROOF: Using Theorem 5.22 and the fact that free products of cojugacy 

separable groups are conjugacy separable, [28]. O 

We now turn to Stebe's property of III 
, 

[27]. 
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THEOREM 5.24. Graph products of ll groups are 11c. 

PROOF: Let G be a graph product of the II, groups al, a2 ... an, and let 

g1,92 EG be given such that g1 g2 any tE1. We wish to show that 

there exists a finite homomorphic image of G in which the images gl, g2 of 

91,92 respectively, are such that gl g-2 t for any tEZ. 

As usual, G is a free product, a direct product, or it can be written as 

a generalised free product 

G= (Ak x H; Y) 

for some k=1,2, 
... , n. 

The first two cases are dealt with by Stebe in [27]. We therefore assume 

G is a generalised free product and denote Ak xH as X. Let µ(g) denote 

the generalised free product length of g. We note that g1 1, since g2 = 1. 

If 92 =1 we have the result since II, = residually finite, and by Theorem 

5.3. We have three cases to consider: 

Case 1 µ(g1) =1, µ(g2 = 1. 

Case 2 11(g1) > 1, µ(g2) > 2. 

Case 3 µ(g1) > 2,11(g2) = 1. 

First consider Case 1. We have four subcases: 

Subcase A: gl E X, 92 EXX. 

Subcase B: gi EX \H, g2 E Y\H. 

Subcase C: g1 E Y\H, g2 EX \H 
. 
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Subcase D: gi E Y, 92 EYY. 

Subcases A and D: We proceed by induction on the number of gen- 

erating groups, n of G G. X and Y are graph products of fewer than n 

generating groups, all of which are II,. 

Subcase B: gl = ah, where 1aE Ak, hEH. 92 E Y\H. If we 

factor out Y and map G naturally onto Ak 
, we have 

g2=1 and g1=ä71. 

Now Ak is 7r, = residually finite, so there exists a finite homomorphic 

image in which gl g2 t, for any tEZ. 

Subcase C: 92 = ah, where 1aE Ak 
,hEH. gl E Y\H 

. 
We 

consider h and gl. ht EH for all t, and gl ý H, thus gl ht for 

any t. We can factor out A mapping G naturally onto Y and proceed by 

induction. 

We now move on to Case 2. Clearly we can assume that 92 is cyclically 

reduced, in terms of graph products. There is at least one pair of syllables 

in 92 which do not commute with each other, thus, since g2 is cyclically 

reduced, 

g92) > , (92) ým>n. 

If µ(g1 -- tt (g2) 
, 

for some t, then consider the element gi-1 g2 of G. This 

is clearly 1, by choice of 91,92 , so there exists a normal subgroup N of 

finite index in G, such that gi 1 g2 1 in GIN, since G is residually finite. 

If li(gl) µ(g2) for all t, then set N=1. 
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Now consider the normal forms of 91 1 92: 

9i = (a1)y1 a2y2 ... ar(yr) 

92 = (al )z2c 
2z2 ... as(z3) 

where a, at E Ak 
, y2, z2 E Y\H 

. 
(It is possible that r=1 and yl E H, 

but this does not affect the argument. ) 

We can choose normal subgroups 

MiX, PaY 
r.,. i.;. 

such that di, äi ýH in X/M, and yj, zz ýH in YIP, by the subgroup 

separability of X and Y. Now MnP<H and thus 
Li. 

(MnAk) x (MnP) a 
Li. 

since X= Ak x H. 

By Lemma 5.1 we can extend M fl P to a normal subgroup of finite 

index in Y, Q, say. So, factoring out m f1 Ak and Q, we have 

G=(AkxH, Y; H), 

where 1= ak xB, and X, Y are finite. Now /1(g1) = µ(g1) and µ(g2) = 

µ(g2, so 

91 = gat ß(9i) _ ß(92t) = µ(91) = µC92)" 

But g1-'g2 1, by choice of N. So we have a contradiction, and hence 

gl 92 for all t. 
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Now 0 is clearly free by finite, and free groups, and II, by finite groups 

are Tie , 
by [27], thus 0 is II,. Hence we have the required homomorphic 

image of G, and G is H,. 

Finally we look at Case 3: g2 = 1, so A(g2) =1 for all t, thus, if gl 

preserves its length under a mapping it will not become equal to a power 

of 92 . 
As in case 2 we can find normal subgroups of finite index in X, Y, 

such that on factoring them out we have 

, 
G= (Ak X H, Y; H) 

where X= äk xH, and X, Y are finite. Now A(gl) = A(gl) > 1. Thus 

gl get for all t. We now proceed as in Case 2. 

Hence the proof is complete. 0 

We finally consider two further residual properties of graph groups. In 

fact the results hold for the larger class of R(fgtfn) groups. The first result 

is an extension of Theorem 2.17 and the second result is a generalisation of 

Theorem 2.16. 

THEOREM 5.25. Let G be a R(fgtfn) group. Let gEG and ua positive 

integer be given. If g 1, there exists a finite homomorphic image G of G 

such that the image g of g in 0 has order u. If u is a power of a prime 

q, we may choose G to be aq -group. 

PROOF: If u is not a prime power we have the result by Theorem 2.17. Let 

u= qe for prime q, e0. Choose NaG such that G=N is fgtfn and 

gN. 
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Now 0 is torsion free, and residually finite p, for each prime p. We 

may choose normal subgroups Ni of G, 1<i< qe -1 such that the Ni 

are finite q groups and g, g2,9 31 
... 9 qe-1 respectively, are not equal to the 

identity in G 
y; ' 

Then 
nN- 

is a finite q group in which 9 has q power order > qe . 
We 

may now factor out successive p cycles until the image of g has the required 

order. 0 

In order to obtain our second result we require a theorem of Stebe's [30]. 

THEOREM 5.26. Let G be a finitely generated nilpotent group. Let Sl 

and S2 be subgroups of G. If gEG, then either gE Sl S2 or there is a 

. finite homomorphic image 0 of G in which 90 9192 

Our second result is then as follows. 

THEOREM 5.27. Let G be a R(fgtfn) group. Let a, b, cEG be such that 

a0 b''c3 
, 

for all r, sE7. Then there exists a finite homomorphic image G 

of G in which d bres for all r, sEZ. 

PROOF: Suppose [b, c] 1 in G. Since G is R(fgtfn) we may consider a 

series of normal subgroups 

GýNIDN2D... 

Nt 
where nN= = (1), and where the are fgtfn. 

We can choose Nk such that [b, c] 1 in Nk = G. Suppose there exists 
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a0tEZ such that [b, ct] = 1. Let 

(li=(o(Ö)C(1(O)CC2(G)C... 

be the upper central series of G. Suppose 

ýbý ý) E (ý(G)\(t-1(G). 

Then in G= 
Sj_ 

(G) 
, 

[b, c] is central, and G is torsion free. So [c, [b, c]] = 1. 

Now if [b, ct] =1 in G, then certainly [b, ct] =1 in G. But 

cc 
ýbý ýý [b, 7c-ý 

C 

= [b, c] [b, c][b, ct-1 ]c 

_ 

since [c, [b, c]] = 1. Therefore [b, c] = 1, as C is torsion free, which is a 

contradiction. So [b, ct] 1 for all 0tEZ. 

We want to show that there exists Ni- such that äý (b) (c) in d=N 

Suppose to the contrary that 

a= bQl c-11 mod 1V1 

a-ß2C'22 mod N2 

a- bQ3 c-13 mod N3 

Let Nk be as above. Suppose a- buc" mod Nk+m and a-b? 'cx mod 
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Nk+m+n. Then a- bwcx mod Nk+m 
. 

Hence b"cv - b'cx mod Nk+m, 

and thus bu_' - Cx-" mod N that is bu-v = cx-v in G ký-m i Nk+m 

This implies that [b, cx-v] =1 in N+, and hence in Nk 
, which gives 

a contradiction, as above, unless x=v. By symmetry we also have u=w. 

But then a-1 b"cv E Ni for all i>k, which is itself a contradiction, since 

a-1 b'c' 1. 

Hence we have a fgtfn image of G in which a b''c-s for all r, sEZ. 

The proof is completed using Theorem 5.26 with Sl = (b) 
7 
S2 = (i) 

. 

We now suppose that [b, c] = 1. Again we suppose that 

a- bQ' c-'1 mod Nl 

a- b132 cY2 mod N2 

a- bQ3 c-'3 mod N3 

Then bQl 01 = bß2 c-'2 mod N1, and so on. Thus 

1- )32 = ß'Y2 - 7i 

)32-, 33 
C^Y3-7'2 

mod Nl 

mod N2 

Now either Pi - 01_1 is 0 for all i after some point, in which case we 

have a contradiction since f1N= = (1) and a 54 bTc9 for all r, sEZ, or 

ßz , Q: 
_1 

for a subsequence N, 
1, 

N=2, .... 
We consider this possibility. 

Suppose that 
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bzi -c' mod Ni, 

bx2 =C2 mod Nie 

where x1, x2, ... are the least non-negative such exponents. We note that, 

for large enough i, (say i> L), we can ensure that c1 mod Ni, which 

implies that cyi 01 mod Ni, since Ný is torsion free, which implies that 

xi: ý o. 
Let x3 be the least positive xi, over ih > L. Then all xj (ij > L) 

are multiples of x3 , and if, (it > L), Xt =f x3 , then yt =fy, and 

bfxa C-f ya _ 
(bxa 

C-ya )f E Ni, 
, since [b, c] = 1. 

Now Ni is torsion free so f=1, by the minimality of the xi. Thus 

bxs c-' E Nit for all t>s. This gives a contradiction, since nN1 = (1) 
. 

Again we have a fgtfn homomorphic image of G in which a bT cs for any 

r, ,sEZ, and we complete the proof using Stebe's result as before. Q 
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CHAPTER 6 ONE-RELATOR GRAPH PRODUCTS 

In this chapter we explore the Freiheitssatz to see how we can generalise 

it to the case of graph groups. The following theorem was proved by Magnus 

in the early 1930's. 

THEOREM 6.1 THE FREIHEITSSATZ. 

Let G= (t, b, c, ... ; r) where r is cyclically reduced. If L is a subset of 

It, b, c,... } which omits a generator occuring in r, then the subgroup M 

generated by L is freely generated by L. 

Following Baumslag and Pride in [4] we make the following definition: 

Definition 6.2 

Let G be the free product of the groups A and B. Let REG. We shall 

say that the Freiheitssatz holds for G= A*B if the natural homomorphisms 

of A, B into G/ (R) G are inj ective. 

A class of graph groups has been dealt with by B. Baumslag and S. J. Pride 

in [4], where they showed the following: 

THEOREM 6.3. (Countable) free products of (restricted) direct products of 

free groups (PDF groups) have a Freiheitssatz. 

It would be interesting to try to extend this result to larger classes of 

graph groups. We denote the class of free products of direct products of 

free products of direct products of free groups as FDFDF groups, or F(DF) 2 
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groups. In this way we consider F(DF) t groups, and show in the following 

example, that these classes are strictly increasing in size. 

Example 6.4 

Define a set of groups as follows: 

F(DF2)° = F2, 

F(DF2)n+1 = [F(DF2)n x F(DF2)n] * [F(DF2)n x F(DF2)n]. 

Now clearly 

F(DF2)° C F(DF)1 C F(DF)2 C ... 

and also 

F(DF2 )n E F(DF)n C F(DF)n+I. 

We will show that, for all n, 

F(DF2)n+1 ý F(DF) n, 

and this establishes the strict subset condition. 

Proceeding by induction, we first show that F(DF2)2 ý F(DF)1. 

Clearly FDF C FDFDF, so we need to find an FDFDF group which is not 

an FDF. Let G-H- (F2 x F2) * (F2 x F2). Then G and H are FDF. So 

A= (G x H) * (G x H) is an FDFDF group. Nov suppose A is FDF. F2 

has trivial centre, and thus so has (F2 x F2). Similarly, so has G, and thus 

so has GxH. Now 3B, C such that A-B*C, where B and C are direct 

products of free groups. Now GxH and BxC are freely indecompos- 

able since they are non trivial direct products, therefore B-GxH-C. 
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Now B is a direct product of free groups, so 3D, E, free groups, such that 

B-DxE. 

Since centre D= centre E= centre G= centre H=1, and D, E, G, H 

are directly indecomposable, without loss of generality we have D-G 

E-H. But D, E are free and G, H are not. Thus A is not PDF. 

This establishes a basis. Assume the result is true for all n<k. So, we 

require to prove that F(DF)k+1 ý F(DF)'. Well, 

F(DF2)' '= [F(DF2)k x F(DF2)k] * [F(DF2)k x F(DF2)k]. 

Now, clearly F(DF2)" is a non trivial group with trivial centre, thus 

F(DF2)k x F(DF2)' is a non-trivial direct product, and so is freely in- 

decomposable. Now suppose F(DF2)k+1 E F(DF)k . 
Proceeding as in the 

basis step it is easy to obtain a contradiction. Hence we have the result by 

induction. 

By generalising the proof of Baumslag and Pride [4], using induction, 

we obtain: 

THEOREM 6.5. F(DF)t groups have a freiheitssatz. 

However, more than this result was shown by Howie [16]: 

THEOREM 6.6. Free products of locally indicable groups have a frei- 

heitssatz. 

Now, graph groups are locally indicable, by Theorem 2.18, so graph 

groups which are free products have a freiheitssatz. 
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It is easy to construct a counter example to show that graph products 

which are direct products do not have isomorphically preserved direct fac- 

tors under the addition of certain relators. 

However, the question remains open as to whether a graph group which 

is neither a free nor a direct product, has isomorphically preserved truncated 

subgroups under the addition of relators. 

We now mention a result concerning a special type of 1-relator graph 

group. This uses, but also generalises, a result of Allenby [1]. We will 

look at the generalised free product of two graph groups amalgamating an 

infinite cycle. When Baumslag, [5], looked at the residual finiteness of the 

free product of two free groups amalgamating an infinite cycle he used the 

fact that the centraliser of any non-trivial element in a free group is cyclic. 

This result is certainly not true for graph groups, so we have to alter the 

approach slightly. 

THEOREM 6.7. Let A, B be graph groups, and let G=A*B, where (h) 
h) 

is a cyclic subgroup of A, B. Then G is potent. 

PROOF: Now A, B are R(fgtfn). Let g= (al )bl a2 b2 
... ar(br) and nEZ 

be given. If gEA or B we have the result by R(f gt f n) = potent, 

Theorem 2.17. Thus we can assume i(g) > 2. 

Let Ml J M2 D ... 
be a sequence of normal subgroups of A such that 

hý Mi, A/Mi is fgtfn and nM= = (1) . 

Suppose al E H, nHMZn"""nHMt. Then 
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al = htlml = ht2m2 = .... 

Therefore hul'2 E Ml, but Ml nH= (1), and h has infinite order, thus 

hl= h12 . 

Similarly hl2 = h23 = ... ,= 
hk 

, say. Therefore 

a1=h k m1=h k m2=... ßm1=m2=..., =m, 

say. Thus mE f1M = (1). This is a contradiction. Thus to each a2 we 

find an M2 such that ai ý HM. 

Hence, by taking intersections we can easily find normal subgroups M, N 

of finite index in A, B, respectively, such that 

mnH=NnH=(1), 

and A/M, B/N are finite nilpotent, and such that g preserves its length 

when N and M are factored out. 

,B are fgtfn, and H is cyclic. g has infinite So 0= (A, B; H) 
, where -4,13- 

order in 0, which is potent, by [1]. Hence result. 11 
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